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Acronyms

AAA Analytical and Advisory Activities

ACP Afrcan, Canbbean and Pacific

AFR Africa Region

ASEAN Association of Southeast Asian Nations

CAS Country Assistance Strategy

CIS Commonwealth of Independent States

COMESA Common Market for Eastem and Southem Africa

DTIS Diagnostic Trade Integration Studies

EAC East African Community

EAP East Asia and Pacific Region

EBA Everything But Arms

ECA Europe and Central Asia Region

ESW Economic Sector Work

EU European Union

FAO Food and Agriculture Organzation

FDI Foreign Direct Investment

FTA Free Trade Agreement

GATS General Agreement on Trade m Services

IF Integrated Framework for Trade Related Assistance

LCR Latin America and the Caribbean Region

LDC Least Developed Country

MENA Middle East and North Africa Region

NAFTA North Amencan Free Trade Agreement

PRSP Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper

QUAD Refers to Canada, EU, Japan and US

RIAS Regional Integration Assistance Strategies

RTA Regional Trading Agreement

SAC Structural Adjustment Credit

SADC South African Development Community

SAR South Asia Region

SEED Support to Economic Expansion and Diversification

SPS Sanitary and Phytosanitary

STDF Standards and Trade Development Facility

TRIPS Trade-Related Intellectual Property Rights

UNCTAD United Nations Conference for Trade and Development

WHO World Health Organization

WITS World Integrated Trade Solution

WTO World Trade Organization



Executive Summary

The Bank's trade objectives are threefold. At the global level, it is to support the Doha process
by promoting a more open, rule-based, predictable and transparent trading system that addresses
the needs of developing countries. At the regional level, it is to maximize the development
impact of regional agreements and minimize their exclusionary effects thus making them as
complementary as possible to the multilateral process. At the country level, it is to promote trade
integration as a core element of country development strategies.

This report focuses on the operational trade agenda of the Bank, which addresses the regional
and country trade objectives. The key elements of the Bank's operational trade agenda are: an
unfinished liberalization agenda in goods trade-in particular agriculture and labor-intensive
manufacturing-in both developed and developing countries; liberalization of trade in services;
preferential (regional or bilateral) liberalization; key elements of the "behind-the-border" agenda
affecting trade, namely trade facilitation and logistics, and product standards; and greater
attention towards the distributional impact of trade and trade reformns.

The main hurdles needed to be addressed in advancing the trade agenda are: country ownership
of the agenda; progress on the Doha development agenda; and the need to build capacity in the
Bank to implement this agenda.
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THE WORLD BANK'S OPERATIONAL TRADE AGENDA

1. As part of the Bank's stepped up efforts on the trade agenda leading to, and following,
the Doha meeting, there has been an increase in trade activities at the operational level.
Analytical and advisory activities (AAA), lending, and capacity-building activities at the country
and regional levels are rising. A Trade Department comprising the trade activities of DEC,
PREM and WBI has been created, and strong links have been forged with trade work in ESD and
PSI.

2. The increased attention to trade issues is very important in light of the key role of trade in
countries' development and growth agenda. However, as this report will show, there remains a
sizeable challenge of mainstrearning trade into country work due to the more complex, diverse
and multisectoral nature of issues facing countries today in their efforts in trade integration.

3. This status report focuses on the operational trade agenda of the Bank, drawing on trade
progress notes prepared by the Regions (attached to the end of this report as appendices). The
report is not intended to (except in passing) cover other important aspects of the trade agenda
such as research, global advocacy and capacity building. The first section of the report briefly
summarizes the key objectives and focus of trade work in the Regions. The second section
discusses the key elements of the "new" trade agenda facing the Bank's client countries, and the
instruments being used to address this agenda. The third section highlights some of the new
tools that have been developed by the Bank to support the new trade agenda. The last section
concludes with a discussion of the hurdles that need to be addressed to advance the trade agenda.

I. Objectives And Focus Of Country Trade Work

Obiectives

4. Using trade integration to promote growth and reduce poverty is the key objective of
trade work for all the Regions in the Bank. This objective is particularly important for the poorer
countries, such as those in Africa (AFR) and South Asia (SAR), and the low-income countries in
East Asia and the Pacific (EAP) and Europe and Central Asia (ECA). The Middle East and
North Africa Region (MNA) views trade integration as key to fostering growth and addressing
the problem of high unemployment in its client countries.

5. In addition to the growth and poverty reduction objective, the interest in trade work in
certain countries and country groupings has also been motivated by the developments in Doha.
The Doha round-which has put the development agenda at the core of multilateral trade talks-
has resulted in a negotiating agenda that holds potentially large gains for developing countries1

(Box 1). These developments at the global level are of particular interest to the middle-income
countries such as those in Latin America and the Caribbean (LCR), the larger lower income

I The Doha process includes negotiations in agriculture, services, manufactures, dispute settlement, WTO rules
(including anti-dumping), disciplines on regional integration, environment, and Trade-Related Intellectual Property
Rights (TRIPS).



countries such as China and India, and certain regional groups (such as the New Partnership for
African Development, the African Union and the Economic Commission for Africa).

6. Finally, another key objective of trade work in some cases is regional integration. In the
eyes of many policy-makers, this objective has become increasingly important-and even more
important than global integration.

7. These objectives at the Regional level are reflected in the Bank-wide trade objectives
identified by the Trade Department, which are: (i) at the global level to support the Doha process
by promoting a more open, rule-based, predictable and transparent trading system that addresses
the needs of developing countries (Box 2); (ii) at the regional level to maximize the development
impact of regional agreements and minimize their exclusionary effects thus making them as
complementary as possible to the multilateral process; and (iii) at the country level to promote
trade integration as a core element of country development strategies in selected focus countries
(see next section on country focus).

Box 1. The Doha Development Agenda

The Doha Development Agenda is central to the Bank's global objectives for trade (para. 7). The aspects
of the Doha negotiating agenda that are especially important for development are the following:

. Liberalization in agriculture that covers border protection and subsidies in both industnal and
developing countries.

. Commitments to remove quotas in textiles and clothing that are honored without replacement by
contingent protection, that is, no increase in antidumping in this sector.

. A formula approach to subsidy reduction and tanff cuts that ensures credit for autonomous
liberalization for developing countnes, and bnngs tanff peaks down significantly.

. A new approach towards implementation of multilateral rules and special and differential treatment
for low-income countnes that recognizes differences in institutional capacity, is based on national
development strategies, and is linked to appropnate technical assistance.

. WTO treatment of regulatory issues (for example the Singapore issues, Trade-Related Intellectual
Property Rights, Environment) that reflects development priorities.

. More trade-related technical assistance and capacity building for developing countries.
• Liberalization of services in both industrial and developing countries - thus facilitating in particular

the flow of FDI - and including Mode 4 provision (movement of temporary workers).

Country Focus

8. While by and large country trade work continues to be demand-driven, the Regions, in
consultation with the Trade Department, are sharpening their country, regional grouping, and
issue focus in pursuit of the objectives listed in para. 7 above. The countries and regional
groupings that are emerging as "focus" ones for the Bank's trade work fall under two main
categories.

2 The selection of focus countries for trade work is also bemig done in the context of the ongoing Implementation
Follow-up Exercise in the Bank.
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Box 2. Global Analysis and Advocacy on Trade: The Role of the Global Economic Prospects

Publication of the annual report on Global Economic Prospects (GEP) continues to be a key instrument in
the Bank's analysis and advocacy work on the global trade agenda. Work on the GEP complements and
supports the Bank's expanding trade agenda in operations. Each report has two broad sections: an analysis
of global economic trends (concentrating on developments over the previous year and the outlook for the
next 2-3 years), followed by more in-depth analysis of topical issues of particular importance in the global
arena.

Because of the growing prominence of trade, recent GEPs have had a strong focus on trade-related topics.
For example, GEP 2002: Making Trade Work for the World's Poor was released just prior to the WTO
ministerial meetings in Doha in November 2001, where the initial foundations were laid for a new trade
architecture that is supportive of development, in particular highlighting the crucial link between
expanding trade opportunities and poverty alleviation. GEP 2003: Investing to Unlock Global
Opportunities, which was launched in December 2002, highlighted the importance of growing global
competition in creating opportunities for developing countnes. It noted in particular the need for
developing countries to reduce policy barriers to competition and investment, minimize reliance on
targeted interventions that may have adverse distortionary effects, and pursue public investments that will
support, rather than compete with, private initiatives.

In keeping with this tradition, GEP 2004: Realizing the Development Promise of Doha, will be completed
(on an accelerated timetable) to allow distribution prior to the next WTO ministerial meetings in Cancun,
Mexico in September 2003. At the launch of the Doha Development Agenda in 2001, the Cancun
meetings were identified as an important milestone towards the proposed completion of negotiations by
the end of 2005, intended to provide a mid-course opportunity for WTO members to evaluate the progress
that had been made, the areas where extra effort needed to occur, and confirm negotiations on the so-
called Singapore issues (investment policy, competition policy, trade facilitation, and government
procurement). Given the limited progress achieved to date, and the difficulty of the issues still
outstanding, the Cancun meetings may become even more important to "jump start" a stalled process.

In support of these efforts, GEP 2004 will focus squarely on the contentious and developmentally
important questions associated with the Doha Development Agenda-agriculture, services, trade
facilitation, etc. Its objective is to analyze these critical multilateral trade issues through the lens of
medium-term development, and to suggest policy options that are most fully conducive to development
and to make the process more inclusive of developing countries.

Three overarching themes will weave together the various chapters: (i) despite the recent upsurge m
bilateral and regional trade arrangements, developing countnes have a collective interest in strengthening
the multilateral system; (ii) a multilateral system of strengthened preferences offers greater benefits to the
world's poor than uncoordinated programs of differential treatment for the poorest countnes; and (iii)
expanding trade to benefit the poor requires not only policy changes in nch and poor countries but
institutional changes, and just as important, a recognition that applying new rules or strengthening
institutions must acknowledge the wide differences in implementation capacity in developing countries,
and respond with resources to help them meet the challenge.

9. The first category consists of countries that are expected to play an especially prominent
role in WTO negotiations in the context of the Doha development agenda (that is, the global
agenda), by virtue of their size or their impact. These comprise: (i) the large traders (for
instance, Brazil, China and India); (ii) countries that have traditionally played a leadership role in
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trade negotiations (for instance, Bangladesh for the Least Developed Countries, and Egypt for
the Arab States); and (iii) the least developed countries (LDCs) as a group, since together they
form a voting bloc and are a recognized grouping in WTO agreements.

10. The second category consists of countries that are important to the Regions for various
reasons, including the demonstration effects they have on their neighboring countries; countries
for which trade is an important lever for broader reform and/or competitiveness, as well as for
overall growth and development (for instance Indonesia and Vietnam and the CIS-7 countries3);
and countries which are important for their trade links within their own particular region (for
instance Turkey).

11. In addition to individual countries, regional arrangements are gaining prominence and
some in particular require special attention with respect to trade work. The preliminary list of
focus countries and regional arrangements (which is being refined further in collaboration with
the Regions in light of global priorities) are presented in the regional trade progress notes; trade
activities by region are grouped according to these country categories.4

II. The "New" Trade Agenda And Bank Support

12. The trade agenda prevalent in the 1980s and 1990s in developing countries entailed
predominantly unilateral elimination of quotas and tariff reduction, supported by adjustment
loans. This contributed to the boom in world trade in the 1990s, during which global
merchandise trade grew at an annual average of over 6 percent per annum for the decade. 5

Developing countries as a group benefited from this boom, raising their share in the global
export markets by almost 7 percent points to about 25 percent over that period.6

13. The performance among developing countries was uneven, however. The poorest
amongst them, including the least developed countries (LDCs), did not experience any increases
in world market penetration. For the group of 49 countries that made up the LDCs as a whole,
their share in world exports remained at a low level of around 0.5 percent since the early 1980s,

7down from 3 percent in the 1950s . The border trade reforms of the 1980s and 1990s did not
lead to systematic supply response across this group of countries, and many other poor countries.

14. While the lack of a supply response could have been due to incomplete border reforms in
some of the LDCs, it has also become increasingly apparent that supply responses had been
stymied by constraints in accessing developed country markets on the external front, and by
"behind-the-border" constraints of various sorts-ranging from weak governance, weak trade
facilitating institutions, to poor infrastructure-on the domestic front.

3CIS (Conrmonwealth of Independent States)-7 are: Arnenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kyrgyz Republic, Moldova,
Tajlkistan and Uzbekistan.

4 See Appendices 1-6 for the progress notes and tables of activities.

5 Global Econouic Prospects (2002).
6 Ibid.

7 UNCTAD (2001), "Duty and quota free mnarket access for LDCs an analysis of QUAD initiatives".
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15. As a result, the trade agenda today facing Bank client countries is more diverse, complex
and multisectoral than the agenda that prevailed earlier. This agenda extends beyond the
traditional "border" tariff and non-tariff issues to include those aspects of the "behind-the-
border" agenda that directly affect trade. Specifically, this agenda encompasses an unfinished
liberalization agenda in goods trade-in particular agriculture and labor-intensive
manufacturing-in both developed and developing countries; liberalization of trade in services;
preferential (regional or bilateral) liberalization; key elements of the "behind-the-border" agenda
affecting trade, namely trade facilitation and logistics, and product standards; as well as greater
attention towards the distributional impact of trade and trade reforms.

16. The trade agenda overlaps with some elements of the private sector development (PSD)
agenda (such as trade facilitation and logistics) but not the broader PSD agenda (which includes
such elements as social protection that accounts for one-fourth of all Bank PSD-related lending,
or public sector management, water and sanitation, urban development, education and health8).
This agenda also underlines the central role of the private sector in generating the supply (export)
response, and highlights the kind of public policy and institutional support needed to bring about
such responses (Box 3).

Box 3. Private and public sector interactions that foster trade

It is clear that the private sector is the central player in generating export supply response. The role of
the public sector is, in the first instance, to provide the appropriate policy environment such as reducmg
or removing border barriers. The public sector can also-and in some instance it is needed to-play a
role in the strengthening of the necessary institutions that support trade, or to catalyze their
development. Increasingly, the Bank is supporting and recommending that the public sector engage in
such institution-building in partnership with the private sector.

Several Bank loans currently under implementation have components aimed at facilitating or enhancing
private sector activities in trade. For example, the Competitiveness Project in Guatemala is a public-
private partnership aimed at raising international competitiveness of small and micro businesses so they
can generate higher incomes, through, inter alia, provision of full investor services to attract foreign
investment, and setting up of accredited laboratories and certification programs as well as training to
help upgrade finn product and process quality.

The Diagnostic Trade Integrated Studies (DTIS) done to date under the Integrated Framework initiative
have recommended public-private partnerships in a range of institutions. For instance, in the case of the
Senegal DTIS, recommendations mclude setting up mechanisms to ensure that private sector concerns
are fully reflected in the Government's trade negotiation agenda and in the Government's request for
trade-related technical assistance; and the setting up of a Fisheries Development Agency (since fish
exports are important for Senegal) that will coordinate public and private sector activities to ensure
coherent development of the vanous segments of the fishenes sector.

17. Bank instruments for supporting country trade activities have been changing to address
this trade agenda. First, there has been a general trend away from adjustment loans. Second, the

8Przvate Sector Development Strategy-Directionsfor the World Bank Group, April 9, 2002, the World Bank.
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Bank is using a wider array of instruments for addressing trade issues, including technical
assistance and capacity building support, such as for WTO accession countries.

18. The changes in the trade agenda have meant that where adjustment lending is still being
used to address trade issues, such lending now supports a wider agenda encompassing behind-
the-border elements and not just tariff reductions. For instance, the Cameroon Structural
Adjustment Credit III focuses on trade facilitation and competitiveness; the Ethiopia Structural
Adjustment Credit supports the strengthening of markets and institutions to improve the business
climate and accelerate investment and growth; and the Tanzania Programmatic Structural
Adjustment Credit addresses investment facilitation and promotion of free crop movement
within and across borders.

19. The changes have also meant that some trade activities are currently categorized by the
Bank under other sectoral themes since-as mentioned-the new trade agenda includes some
PSD elements. In AFR, private sector development operations are second to adjustment lending
as the most important instrument for supporting trade expansion. The Gateway Projects in
Gambia and Ghana, for example, are supporting a range of measures to promote non-traditional
exports. In Senegal, a private sector development credit was being developed at the same time as
the Diagnostic Trade Integration Study (DTIS) (see section III) under the Integrated Framework
initiative (IF), and many of the recommendations of the study will be integrated into the project.

20. A sizeable amount of analytical work that is important for trade integration is also being
undertaken in the context of investment climate assessments or surveys, or in sections/chapters
of country economic memoranda or development policy reviews. Examples include investment
climate assessments/studies for Algeria, Bangladesh, Iran, Malaysia, Pakistan and Peru; AFR's
Research Program in Enterprise Development's (RPED's) investment climate surveys for a
number of countries (Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya, Mozambique, Tanzania, Uganda and Zambia);
and ECA's regional study "Institutional Reform for Investment and Growth in Southeastern
Europe" (covering Albania, Bosnia Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Former Yugoslav Republic
of Macedonia, Moldova, Romania, Serbia and Montenegro).

21. The above examples also underline the fact that the current Bank categorization of trade
activities-be it AAA or lending-underestimates Bank support to trade activities in countries,
and more work is required to properly classify trade activities in the Bank. Nevertheless, the
survey of the Regions that was undertaken for this report has revealed the existence of a large
unmet demand in key trade activities-basically the key elements of the new trade agenda-
which is elaborated in the rest of this section.

22. Since the revitalization of trade work on the part of Bank client countries as well as the
Regions has been relatively recent, the attention devoted to trade in recent Country Assistance
Strategies (CASs) and Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers (PRSPs) has been low. This is
expected to change as the upcoming PRSPs are broadening their focus beyond debt relief,
governance, public expenditure management and delivery of public services (especially health
and education) to an increasing focus on growth as part of a strategy of sustained, broad-based
poverty reduction. Given the importance of trade to the growth agenda, it is expected that trade
issues would become more prominent in future PRSPs. This is already beginning to happen, as
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can be seen in the recently completed Cambodia PRSP in which trade was mainstrcamcd
(reflecting strong country ownership of the DTIS that was undertaken under the IF). Finally,
since CASs reflect country strategies and priorities, it is also expected that trade would feature
more prominently in future CASs.

23. The next sections discuss, in turn, the key elements of the current trade agenda facing
Bank client countries, and exarnples of Bank support for the agenda. A fuller account of current
Bank trade activities by Regions can be found in Appendices 1-6, which provide, by region, a
short write-up of the trade agenda and a compilation of ongoing trade activities.

Unfinished liberalization

Goods

24 Despite substantial reductions in border barriers to trade, with average tariffs for
countries around the world being halved between the mid-1980s to the mid-1990s, the
liberalization agenda has not been completed (Figure 1). For instance, notwithstanding large
tariff cuts, tariffs for countries in SAR averaged 23 percent in the late 1990s, substantially higher
than the 13 percent average for all developing countries.

25. The remaining agenda is also larger than what the average tariffs would indicate. For
instance, in AFR, the widespread practice of levying the highest tariffs on virtually all
domestically-produced goods, while exempting the imported inputs used to produce these, have
resulted in much higher protection for domestic industnes than the average tariff of 16 percent
for the Region would suggest. Nominal protection rates for import-competing industries in the
Region range on average from 30 to 35 percent, while average effective protection rates reach 70
to 80 percent. Some MNA countries have much higher tariffs than the regional average of 16
percent. Another formn of protection used-notably in LCR and SAR-that is not reflected in
average tariff rates is anti-dumping.

26. For developed and developing countries alike, the remaining agenda is also larger for
agriculture than manufactures, and within manufactures particularly so for labor-intensive
manufactures (Figures 2 and 3). Widespread tariff peaks in developed countries shelter
agriculture and labor-intensive manufactures in the QUAD (Canada, EU, Japan, and U.S.) (Table
1). The large support to agricultural producers in developed countries constitute an additional
barrier to developing country exports of agricultural goods. While protectionism in developed
countries is a problem, developing countries themselves are also a problem. Averagc tariffs in
manufactures are four times higher among developing countries than for exports to high-income
countries (12 percent compared to 3 percent).

27. The unfinished liberalization agenda also includes addressing the issue of tanff
escalation-prevalent in both developed and developing countries but larger in the forner-
which confers greater protection to finished goods, hence hampering diversification of producers
into higher value-added exports (Figure 4). EAP has indicated that cascading tariffs in
agricultural processing in developed countries are an issue for its economies, while domestic
tariff escalation is a problem for countries in AFR, EAP and ECA.
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28. Much of recent Bank support in this area is through the Trade Department's research and
advocacy work. With the slowdown in unilateral liberalization in the last few years, Bank
support for this agenda at the country level through adjustment lending has fallen
correspondingly. Among the few examples of recent adjustment operations that have unilateral
liberalization components are the Uganda Structural Adjustment Credit (FY97-01) and the
Senegal Trade Reform and Competitiveness Project (FYO1-02).

Services

29. The services trade liberalization agenda has become much more prominent in countries'
trade agenda, having been brought to the fore by the negotiations under the General Agreement
on Trade in Services (GATS). Quite independent of the GATS, however, this agenda is also
important because of the growing role that services are playing in all economies, developed and
developing alike, both in terms of shares of production and in terms of enhancing productivity.
Services are the fastest growing sector in the global economy, and faster services growth has
been the differentiating factor between rapid and slow growth in virtually all economies. Trade
and foreign direct investment in services have grown faster than in goods over the past decade,
and developing countries are becoming players in exporting services. The ongoing negotiations
under the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) provide the opportunity for both
developed and developing countries to gain from reciprocal liberalization. Developing countries
could benefit additionally as such liberalization could spur necessary domestic reforms.

30. The liberalization agenda in services trade is, however, more complicated than that for
goods trade, for several reasons. First, the nature of services (which range from financial to
telecommunications, transport, business, education and health, environment and software
development) differs widely, which means that there is correspondingly a large range of
modalities for liberalization. Second, such liberalization needs to be accompanied by effective
domestic regulations.

31. Some of the key issues facing Bank client countries with respect to services trade
liberalization, and for which they are receiving Bank support, are as follows. First relates to the
importance of services liberalization for trade integration. This is a key element of the "behind-
the-border" agenda (the rest of this agenda is elaborated later in this report). The cost and quality
of services-most obviously transport, but also telecommunications, business and financial
services-affect external (as well as, obviously internal) integration. Better quality and lower
cost of such services are key for lowering the cost of exports and strengthening the linkages with
global production networks. In EAP, a key component of the capacity building support to
Vietnam in preparing the economy for WTO accession is for services. MNA is planning to
address services trade issues in sector strategy papers for key trade-related service sectors (such
as finance, transport and telecommunications). SAR is addressing services issues in Bangladesh
in the context of an Investment Climate study, which will be followed by a proposed adjustment
credit that will support energy and financial sector reforms. The Region is also planning to
support improvements in telecommunications, the power sector, roads and trade facilitation, and
the financial sector in Nepal through technical work and lending, as a follow-up to the DTIS.

32. Second is analytic and capacity-building assistance for countries that are involved in
GATS negotiations. The ability of Bank client countries to use the negotiations to gain improved
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access to foreign markets and facilitate domestic reforms has been impeded by limited
knowledge of: areas of export interest and barriers abroad; domestic barriers to foreign
participation, and their rationale; and the GATS itself. The Bank has been assisting in this
respect by helping client countries take stock of the domestic policy environment in a GATS-
relevant way. Examples of the Bank's involvement on this front are work done in the context of
a trade study for Brazil which is now in the dissemination and discussion stage; work ongoing in
the context of a trade study being prepared for India; and a WBI seminar in Uganda (which has a
component on trade in services) for researchers from 25 African countries.

33. The third key issue is how to design services agreements in the context of regional
arrangements. This issue has become pertinent as almost every regional arrangement-including
the Cotonou Agreement-is now embarking on a services agreement, but the economics of such
agreements are not well-understood by policy makers and negotiators. The key questions are:
whether a country should liberalize services faster regionally than multilaterally (in general the
latter is preferable); and what to do in terms of regulatory cooperation (in general harnonization
and mutual recognition of qualifications, technical standards and prudential regulations are
preferable). The Bank is analyzing some of these questions in the context of the trade report for
Brazil (mentioned above), and work that is underway for the South African Development
Community (SADC), and capacity building support that is being planned for the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). ECA is considering a regional approach to the regulation of
infrastructure in its regional study on Southeastern Europe mentioned above.

WTO Accession

34. There are 29 WTO accession countries which are facing a wide range of accession
requirements. Preparation for WTO accession has spurred broader-based reforms in some
countries, for instance in China. The Bank has been actively supporting some of these countries
in their accession efforts through technical assistance and capacity building.

35. EAP has been assisting countries in the region in their WTO accession efforts within the
broader development and sector reforn context by providing technical assistance and capacity
building support, for example for China prior to its accession (with continuing efforts on post-
WTO implications), and for Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam which are currently in the accession
process. ECA has received many requests for assistance on how to organize govemments for
trade negotiations for WTO accession, and implementation and enforcement once they are in.
The Region is providing technical assistance to Russia on WTO accession on a range of topics
including the impact of WTO accession on the telecommunications industry; estimation of the
cost of WTO accession using a general equilibrium model; estimation of the tariff equivalent of
non-tariff barriers to trade in the service sector; and coverage of trade issues in the ongoing
Development Policy Review (FY03). Similar technical assistance is underway for Ukraine.
Some of the work in Russia is expected to have important spin-off benefits for other countries in
the Former Soviet Union, notably the development of a Russian language Global Distance
Learning Course on WTO accession. SAR is supporting Nepal's accession efforts through AAA
(in the context of the DTIS under the IF).
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Preferential liberalization

36. There has been a proliferation of bilateral and regional trading arrangements (RTAs)
around the world. In fact, a recent World Bank research study found that there are more trading
blocs than there are countries in the world9. While RTAs are generally second-best to an open
multilateral trading system, the political momentum behind them is great, and they will remain a
fact of life in intemational trade relations. Some of these RTAs, for example NAFTA and the
Europe Agreements between the EU and the EU accession countries, have served to accelerate
the trade and investment reform agenda in the participant countries-in Mexico and the Central
and Eastern European countries, respectively. In some regions, such as EAP, regionalism is seen
as an instrument for moving forward the trade and investment reform agenda. The key issues
with respect to such preferential liberalization are as follows.

37. First, and central, is to maximize the developmental impact of RTAs to make them
complementary to the multilateral process. This entails ensuring that they have an outward-
looking trade orientation-in other words have a low common external tariff and are non-
exclusionary-to minimize trade diversion.

38. Second, where bilateral free trade agreements (FTAs) are being planned (for example in
AFR, the EU FTAs with the African, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) countries and the US FTA
with the South African Customs Union), ensuring that such FTAs are fully compatible with
regional integration.

39. Third concerns the rules of origin, specifically that in many instances the implementation
of rules of origin has served to undermine market access. All RTAs have rules of origin that
define the conditions that a product must satisfy to be deemed as originating in the country from
which preferential access to the market concemed is being sought. These rules define the criteria
used to determine if sufficient working or processing in the free trade partner has occurred to
qualify for preferential access. There are instances where such rules are so onerous and
administratively burdensome that they restrict market access. For example, recent research by
Bank staff found that only 50 percent of eligible exports from non-ACP LDCs enter the EU duty-
free under the Everything But Arms (EBA) agreement. The administrative burden becomes even
more complex when countries sign onto different preferential agreements (for example in eastem
and southern Africa where countries have signed onto SADC, COMESA and EAC'0 ), each of
which has its own specific rules of origin.

40. Thefourth issue concems regional infrastructure and services that support regional trade
(transport, telecommunications, finance) and address institutional weaknesses (internal road
blocks, corruption and inefficiency in customs, and transit facilitation). These issues are
addressed elsewhere in this paper-in the sections on services and trade facilitation.

41. There has been rising demand by Bank client countries for support-and corresponding
Bank assistance-in this area. AFR has been preparing regional integration assistance strategies
(RIAS) for each of the 4 major African sub-regions-these were completed and approved for

9Policy Research Report (2000), Trade Blocs, the World Bank.

'° COMESA is the Conimon Market for Eastern and Southern Afiica, and EAC is the East African Community.
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West and Central Africa, and one is planned for South Africa for FY04. AFR is also working on
sub-regional trade studies in each of these 4 major African sub-regions to assist their customs
unions and free trade areas to improve their trade policies and performance. EAP is completing
a Regional Trade Flagship report. The main message of this report is the importance of regional
integration in moving forward the trade and investment reform agendas for countries in the
region. EAP, in collaboration with WBI, is also undertaking an analytic capacity building
initiative with the ASEAN Senior Economic Officials Meeting. ECA has an active regional
trade work program, with regional trade studies having been completed for the Balkans and the
CIS-7 (the CIS-7 overview study is being followed up by a more quantitative regional study),
and one being planned for the Central Asian Republics. LCR's strategy in this area is to provide
analyses of the contribution of RTAs to the development of its client countries. This is the case
with the trade study for Brazil, the "Impact of NAFTA" study for Mexico (which also analyzes
the impact of the rules of origin on the effect of NAFTA), as well as the regional studies
"Lessons of NAFTA" and one underway for the Central American countries. Regional flagship
trade reports have been completed for MNA and SAR.

42. While issues concerning regional trading arrangements are more amenable to analytical
advice, hence the predominance of ESW support in this area, the Bank has been stepping up its
support through investment projects, notably in the area of trade facilitation including trade
finance and trade and transport facilitation (see next section for examples of these projects).
Aside from these investment operations, the Bank has provided an Institutional Development
Grant for a trade surveillance unit to monitor the implementation of a customs union for the West
African Economic and Monetary Union.

Behind-the-border Issues

43. The poor supply response to the reduction in traditional trade barriers in some countries
(particularly the poorest) has led to the recognition of the importance of other constraints to trade
integration. Such "behind-the-border" constraints can be defined to include a very broad
domestic reform agenda, but the aspects most directly affecting trade are narrower, and include
trade facilitation and compliance with international product standards. Certain issues relating to
trade in services are also important "behind-the-border" issues-these were addressed earlier in
the section on liberalization of trade in services.

Trade Facilitation

44. In the context of the Bank's trade work, trade facilitation is concerned not just with the
conventional definition of "the logistics of moving goods through ports, airports, or more
efficiently moving documentation associated with cross-border trade" but also includes the
broader environment in which trade transactions take place, such as the transparency and
professionalism of customs, harmonization of standards and conformance to intemational or
regional regulations, and trade finance. The key issues with respect to trade facilitation are as
follows.

45. First is customs and the need to improve customs project results and to increase staff
awareness of the new obligations in the international arena that include valuation (specifically
the WTO Agreement on Customs Valuation), rules of origin and safety and security. The second
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concerns transit issues including those regarding customs unions, landlocked countries, and
strengthening of regional economic communities. The availability or lack of access to a
functioning transport and logistics system determines the degree of participation of countries in
the global trading system. The third issue relates to the regulatory environment-specifically the
regulation of transport and logistics services and of multimodal transport, and compliance with
intemational standards. Thefourth relates to infrastructure for trade (key areas being roads, ports
and airlines), including issues of competitiveness (cost efficiency of infrastructure) and
international trade logistics (port and airport infrastructure and services). Other key issues
include trade finance and institutions that support trade (such as trade promotion, special import
schemes, export processing zones, and so on).

46. Bank support for trade facilitation includes both analytical work and lending operations.
In fact, lending for trade facilitation makes up by far the largest amount of Bank trade lending.
During the last two fiscal years (FYO1-02), lending to support trade facilitation-including for
institutional building and physical infrastructure, and for trade financing-made up 86 percent of
total Bank lending to trade, narrowly defined.' 1

47. All the regions are active in lending for trade facilitation, some more so than others, with
key examples as follows. AFR is preparing three operations on trade and transport facilitation in
West, Central and Southern/Eastem Africa to improve regional infrastructure and support
physical integration in the sub-regions (mostly comprising transport components but also transit
systems and customs procedures). EAP has a Container Transport Project underway for China
and planning a few other transport projects (see Appendix 2B). EAP is also preparing a Marine
Electronic Highway project (GEF grant-funded) for Singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia that
addresses safety, security and environmental concems for trade transport in the Malacca Straits.
ECA has been very active in lending for trade facilitation. Examples include the six Trade and
Transport Facilitation in Southeast Europe Projects for each of Albania, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia and Romania (one
is being prepared for Moldova). These projects-a collaborative effort between the governments
of the respective countries, the European Union, the United States and the Bank-aim to
strengthen and modernize customs administration and other border control agencies. A Customs
Development Project for Russia has just been approved by the Board. MNA is implementing an
Intemational Road Corridor Rehabilitation Project in Djibouti. In SAR, the Export
Diversification Project for Bangladesh supports the modernization of customs administration.

48. In terms of AAA on trade facilitation, ECA has also been very active. Examples include
six studies on trade, transport and telecommunications in the South Caucasus that documented
the high cost of transport and gaps in basic infrastructure that inhibit trade and transit shipments.
The region is following up these studies with support to implement the recommendations in the
three countries. More recently, ECA has completed trade facilitation diagnostic work for the
Central Asian Republics, and has initiated more detailed work on customs and border agencies in
Central Asia. LCR's strategy for trade facilitation is through advice and advocacy; the recent

" These numbers are from a database compiled by the Operations Evaluation Department of the Bank. The
"narrow" definition of trade-lending used for the database excludes, for example, lending for private sector
development which encompasses many elements of the behind-the-border agenda that are key for promoting trade.
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trade study for Brazil includes advice on simplification of the main administrative, customs and
foreign exchange processes for exports.

49. Lending for trade financing by the Bank has evolved from one that provides direct lines
of credit to state finance institutions-that for various reasons have not been successful-to
lending for supporting the establishment of insurance schemes. In AFR, the Regional Trade
Facilitation Projects (covering Burundi, Kenya, Malawi, Rwanda, Uganda and Zambia) support
the establishment of a regional political risk insurance facility that will help improve access to
financing for productive transactions and border trade. ECA is implementing an Export Finance
Facilitation Project for the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia that supports the establishment of
various insurance schemes (for political risk, export performance and credit) to promote trade
(exports and imports).

50. In light of the large demand from Bank client countries for support in the area of trade
logistics, the Trade Department, in conjunction with the Private Sector and Infrastructure
Network, is planning to set up a "Trade Logistics Group" that will consist of a small dedicated
team of trade and transport staff. The objective of this proposed Group is to help bring down
trade logistics barriers to competitiveness in Bank client countries, particularly in the LDCs and
the landlocked developing countries. The Group will aim to assist the Regions in addressing
trade logistics issues by providing a dedicated focal point that will help in the development (and
implementation) of trade and transport facilitation programs through standardization and
systematization. It is proposed that the Group will provide seed trust funds (to be raised from
donors and managed by the Bank) for preparation of projects that will then be supported by the
Regions through lending operations.

Product and Process Standards

51. While product and process standards can play an important role in facilitating trade, they
have also been used as barriers to market access. The Bank has become increasingly active in
undertaking research on the impact of developing country trade of high income countries'
standards (public and private sector), and is also providing funding and technical assistance to
strengthen the capacities in our client countries in meeting challenges posed by these standards.
The Bank is supporting work on standards at both the cross-country and country levels.

52. At the cross-country level, the Bank has led the launching of a Standards and Trade
Development Facility (STDF), which is a global program in capacity building and technical
assistance in trade and standards for developing countries. The STDF, which was launched
based on a Heads of Agency communique issued by the Bank, the WTO, WHO and FAO at the
Doha Ministerial in 2001, has four primary goals: (i) enhancing capacity of client country trade
and standard officials to participate effectively in international standards setting; (ii) enhancing
capacity of client countries to benefit from intemational trade by meeting intemational standards;
(iii) funding for small pilot projects in standards to expand trade opportunities; and (iv)
strengthening inter-agency coordination in standards capacity building. To date funds for the
STDF have come from the Bank and the WTO (which is also the executive agency for the
project), and the Bank is actively engaged in raising funds from bilateral donors for the Facility.
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53. There is also a cross-country project on food safety and sanitary and phytosanitary (SPS)
issues that involves bringing decision makers from the public and private sectors together with
standard setting institutions and financial institutions in regional workshops for cross fertilization
on international good practice and local and regional experiences. Such workshops have been
organized in Costa Rica, Senegal, Namibia and China. Another cross-country project seeks to
assess the cost of compliance of standards in trade in agricultural products, and in particular its
effects on small producers and processors, and identify improved appToaches to delivering
technical assistance for facilitating compliance with these standards. The project is carrying out
a survey of producers, traders, processors, exporters and government organizations in 10-12
selected LDCs and middle income countries, and a survey of buyers in North America, Western
Europe and Japan. There is an ongoing cross-country project for Africa (encompassing Kenya,
Mozambique, Nigeria, South Africa and Uganda) aimed at raising awareness on the importance
and impact of intemational standards and technical regulations on current and prospective trade
in agriculture, food and light manufactured products; analyzing gaps in current African supply
systems and regulatory/certification arrangements; highlighting best practice models (both from
within and outside Africa) for implementing reforms and capacity building in this area;
developing country-specific action plans for expanding access to and use of international
standards; and developing databases and design for a new "Standards Access Africa" network to
deliver information on standards and regulations critical to development and trade obligations.

54. At the country level, examples of Bank support for standards work include, in AFR, the
ongoing Agricultural Export Promotion Project in Senegal which addresses export horticulture
standards, and the planned Support to Economic Expansion and Diversification Project in
Zambia which addresses issues related to domestic and export supply chain standards. In EAP,
there is ongoing a Sustainable Coastal Resource Development Project for China that aims to
improve aquatic product quality and safety, and a Diversified Farm Income and Market
Development project being prepared for the Philippines that has a component for upgrading the
training and facility infrastructure of sanitary and phytosanitary service. ECA is preparing a
Commercial Agriculture Development Project for Bosnia-Herzegovina that has a component
aimed at assisting the development of quality specifications and food safety consistent with
market opportunities and the legal requirements of the EU and other international markets. LCR
is implementing a Public Policy Reform Technical Assistance Project in Panama that includes
components on regulatory reform and standards, and is preparing a Trade Facilitation and Export
Competitiveness Technical Assistance Project for Peru that finances technical assistance to
improve quality practices in both the private and public sectors. In MNA, there is a Agriculture
Support Services Project ongoing in Tunisia that has a component aimed at improving product
quality. SAR is preparing a Food and Drug Capacity Building project for India that strengthens
regulatory systems for domestic markets that will also govern imports.

Trade and Poverty

55. Trade is an integral element of the growth and poverty reduction agenda for all the
regions. At the same time, the regions are also concerned with the distributional impact of trade
and trade policies. For instance, LCR is concerned with a possible trade-off of liberalization
policies with increases in inequality as wage dispersion increases (since wages tend to be higher
in the more trade-exposed sectors), and a rise in unemployment for specific groups in the short-
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termn. The policy issue that arises is the appropriate design of compensation mechanisms for
affected disadvantaged workers.

56. The DTISs that are being undertaken for IF and non-IF low-income countries include
poverty impact assessments of trade issues. The methodology used in the DTIS involves
identifying household income sources; transforming policies and institutional changes into
relative price changes; and estimating how such relative price changes affect incomes and the
consumption basket.

57. The poverty impact assessments undertaken or being undertaken for the IF countries are
coming up with some useful operational and policy implications. For instance, the Madagascar
PRSP now has "increase in the share of the poor that has access to reliable transportation" as an
indicator of poverty reduction. The ongoing work for the Ethiopia DTIS will include an analysis
of the impact on the poor of COMESA and of fuller market access to EU, U.S., Japan and Saudi
Arabia.

58. In EAP, the Indonesia DTIS will include in-depth work on the rice sector important to the
poor. Assessing and managing the social impact will be a major component of the region's
support for Vietnam's preparation for WTO accession. The region will also continue to work
with the Chinese authorities on assessing the household impact of WTO accession, including
appropriate policy responses in the agricultural sector. In addition, in LCR, the work on Brazil
has developed a methodology to allocate income gains across income groups. LCR's Southern
Development Strategy (FY03) includes an analysis of the impact of NAFTA on the income
convergence of different regions (the poor south and the rich north) in Mexico.

59. The Trade Department has recently taken on an initiative, called "Expanding Income and
Labor Opportunities Based on Traditional Knowledge and Skills", that is aimed towards raising
incomes for poorer groups through protection of the intellectual property rights of their
traditional knowledge and facilitation of exports based on such knowledge. This initiative12 has
the objective of facilitating practical development of innovations by expert practitioners,
supporting inductive learning from the pilots developed, and taking a proactive role in inducing
the mainstreaming of innovations into Bank practice. The role of the Trade Department is
supporting the translation of the four original pilot projects into Bank operations. These four are:
(i) artisanal products (being adapted into a District Poverty Initiatives Project in India, and
possibility of similar operations in Mongolia and Mali); (ii) community-based tourism (adapted
into an operation in Bolivia and planned to be adapted into operations for Ecuador and Mali);
(iii) ethnobotanicals (possibilities of being adapted into operations for Venezuela and
Guatemala); and (iv) music industry (planned for a loan for Senegal, and possibilities for loans
for Ghana, Mali and Cape Verde).

III. Some New Bank Tools To Support The Trade Agenda

60. This section highlights some of the new tools that have been developed by the Bank to
support the new trade agenda.

12 The mitiative is one of the six thematic areas in Developing New Bank Practices on Civic Engagement,
Empowerment and Respect for Diversity.
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61. Diagnostic Trade Integration Studies (DTIS). In response to the expanded new trade
agenda, the Trade Department has developed a new diagnostic tool, the DTIS, to help countries
undertake a systematic analysis of both border and behind-the-border trade barriers.

62. The DTIS has been deployed, initially, for LDCs under the multi-donor agency Integrated
Framework for Trade Related Assistance initiative (IF), to provide an informed basis for follow-
up support (encompassing loans, technical assistance or capacity building) to these countries. To
date, DTIS have been completed or are near completion for 10 LDCs-Cambodia, Ethiopia,
Guinea, Lesotho, Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritania, Nepal, Senegal and Yemen. DTIS for
Burundi and Mali are underway. For FY04-05, countries that have asked to participate in the IF,
beginning with the DTIS, include Benin, Burkina Faso and Lao PDR.

63. The DTIS has been adopted by the Regions for extending to non-LDCs; thus far, such
DTIS have been completed or are being prepared for 6 countries-Armenia, Azerbaijan,
Georgia, Moldova, Kyrgyz Republic and Indonesia. DTISs are being planned for Kenya,
Mongolia, Nigeria, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan, These diagnostic studies
should serve as a very useful tool for underpinning future Bank support for trade in the
respective countries. Reflecting the findings of these trade diagnostic studies in CASs and
PRSPs would represent an important signal that trade is being mainstreamed.

64. World Integrated Trade Solution (WITS). This is a major analytical tool that has been
developed by the DECDG in cooperation with the Trade Department and in conjunction with the
United Nations Conference for Trade and Development (UNCTAD). It provides access to
detailed trade and tariff data for a large number of countries, as well as analytical tools for
assessing trade policy and negotiations options. WITS could be very useful for developing
countries as it enables them to participate more fully in trade negotiations at both the regional
and multilateral levels. The Trade Department will be embarking on a major program over the
next few months to disseminate WITS both within and outside the Bank.

65. Agricultural Trade Handbook. ARD, in collaboration with the Trade Department, are
preparing an Agricultural Trade Handbook, scheduled to be completed in FY03, which presents
the critical issues and options facing developing countries with respect to agricultural trade
liberalization in the Doha Round negotiations, to help them negotiate more effectively and to
maximize the benefits from whatever agreement comes out of the round.

66. Customs Modernization Handbook. The Africa Region and the Trade Department are in
the process of preparing a Customs Modernization Handbook, to be completed in FY04, that will
provide practical guidance to Bank staff, donors and senior officials in client countries on key
customs modernization issues. The Handbook is expected to influence project design and bring
its users up to date with new customs obligations. The Handbook will cover issues relating to
customs valuation, rules of origin, corruption, management, transit, special import regimes,
information technology, security and legislation. It will be complemented by an in-depth online
resource manual and WBI training on the various topics.

67. Development, Trade and the WTO Handbook. This Handbook, released in June 2002,
represents a very practical tool designed to help trade policymakers and negotiators by providing
55 short, readable chapters that cover the full range of non-agricultural issues facing them in the
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WTO negotiations. It also contains two CD-ROMs, one a database on trade and production to
assist analysts in their research, the other a complete course on applied trade policy for
developing countries, including a full set of World Bank working papers and WTO agreements.

68. Capacity Building. The Bank has significantly increased resources to step up efforts in
furthering the trade and development agenda through capacity building. The objectives of the
Trade Department in this area are threefold. First is the promotion of the integration of trade
policy in countries' national development and poverty reduction strategies. Second is
enhancement of the ability of developing countries to understand and effectively deal with
WTO-related matters and regional agreements. Third is promotion of a greater understanding of
the benefits and costs of integration into the global economy among various stakeholders. The
Trade Department is pursuing the above objectives through: (i) building client countries'
research capacity including through strengthening regional research networks; (ii) building a
deeper understanding of trade policy choices for countries' growth and poverty outcomes
through courses aimed at trade officials and advisors; and (iii) fostering and facilitating debate on
contentious issues among different domestic stakeholders, and foreign and domestic counterparts
to prepare for negotiations for accession, the Doha Round, and for regional and free trade
agreements (see Appendix 7 for the list of capacity building activities in trade for FY03).

IV. Main Constraints To The Implementation Of The Trade Agenda

69. The Bank faces the following three key constraints on the implementation of its trade
agenda.

70. First is country ownership of the agenda. Country ownership is essential since this is the
only way of ensuring that the country is committed to the reforms and to guarantee follow-up,
continuity and non-reversal of the reform process. In this respect, therefore, mainstreaming trade
into PRSPs and CASs of the countries that are now not actively interested in trade is likely to
take time. Furthermore, the trade agenda has to compete for policy makers' attention with other
immediate concems; in Africa these include HIV/AIDS pandemic, excessive debt burdens and
continuing fiscal crises, as well as govemance problems in the context of very limited
institutional capacities. This further underlines the fact that the reform process needs to be seen
as a long-term one requiring sustained effort overt time.

71. The Bank can help promote country ownership of the trade agenda by emphasizing the
role of trade in helping to address some of these other pressing problems facing countries, be it
revenue enhancement (through the growth effect of trade) for alleviating fiscal crises; or export
growth (through border and non-border reforms) for alleviating excessive extemal debt burdens.
Another way the Bank can contribute on this front is by fostering and facilitating debate on trade
issues between different domestic stakeholders. WBI is planning to scale up its work in this
area.

72. Second is progress on the Doha development agenda (that is, progress in the areas listed
in Box 1). The lack of progress on this front has contributed to the skepticism, particularly
among African countries, of the potential gains from domestic reforms. Progress on this front
could also alleviate the first constraint and provide impetus for domestic trade reforms.
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73. Third is the need to build capacity in the Bank to implement this agenda. The need is for
general trade skills in the Regions, and specialized trade skills at the center. Having staff that are
dedicated to trade work and issues in the Regions would help mainstream trade into the Bank's
operational agenda. Such staff would be responsible, inter alia, for implementation follow-up to
the DTISs, and for promoting the inclusion of trade in CASs and PRSPs. Progress has already
been made on this front, with AFR, ECA and SAR assigning staff dedicated to trade work. As
for specialized skills, addressing the more complex "new" trade agenda discussed in this report
requires that the Bank build and focus skills to provide support in areas such as trade in services,
trade facilitation, and regional integration.
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Figure 1 Average Most Favored Nation Tariffs (unweighted, in percent)
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Figure 2 Average MFN tariffs in 1998-2000 (unweighted in percent)
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Figure 3 MFN applied tariffs for labor-intensive products, 1997-99
(unweighted in percent)
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Figure 4 Tariff Escalation in Developing and OECD countries, 1999-2000
(unweighted average in percent)
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Appendix IA

Table 1. Average MFN Tariffs and Tariff Peaks of Selected Pr duct Groups in Quad Ma kets, 1999 (unweighted in °)
No. of USA EU Japan Canada
tanff lines Mean Mean tar % of hnes Mean Mean tar % of lines Mean Mean tar % of lines Mean Mean tar % of lines

Product in HS-6 MFN /a peak/b in tar peak MFN /a peak /b in tar peak MFN /a peak /b in tar peak MFN /a peak/b in tar peak
All Goods 5111 5.0 20 8 6 1 7.4 40 3 6 2 43 27.8 4 6 8.3 30.5 14 3

Agnculture 704 5.2 33.0 6.8 20 9 42 0 41.2 11.0 28 5 25 3 16.2 109.1 12.1
Pnrmary Food 524 42 30.3 5.7 206 493 33.4 8.7 28 8 17.0 17.9 130.2 12.0
Processed Food 177 8 3 37.5 10 2 21 9 30 9 65 0 17.6 28 3 50.3 11.0 48.7 12 4
Raw Matenals 88 0 6 .. 0.0 0 3 0 0 0 6 .. 0 0 0.2 .. 00

rextileandClothing 822 11.0 18.0 265 9.4 21.1 02 83 166 1 3 16.3 20.4 675
Footwear 29 15.2 27.8 41.4 11 8 18.2 44.8 24.2 362 55.2 18.3 208 79 3
All Other Manufactures 13408 3 6 19.3 1.0 4 27 1 0.4 1 9 22 7 0 8 5.0 18 3 2 0

Notes: /a MFN tanffs include specific rates in tariff lines.
/b Tanff peaks are defined as MFN tanffs greater than 15% (see Hoekman, Ng and Olarreaga, Elininating Excessive Tariffs on Exports of Least Developed Countries,

World Bank Policy Research Working Paper, No. 2604, May 2001 for details).

Source: OECD tariff files



Appendix IA

Appendices: Regional Trade Progress Reports

Appendix IA: Africa Region (AFR)

I. Objectives Of Trade-Related Work In The Region

Over the last three decades, Africa has been marginalized from world trade. Africa's
share of world exports has dropped by nearly 60% from 3.5% in 1970 to 1.5% by the end of the
1990s. This dramatic decline in Africa's export market share represents a staggering income loss
of $70 billion annually, an amount equivalent to 21% of the region's GDP and to more thanfive
times the $13 billion in annual aid flows to Africa. Poor export and trade performance has been
closely linked to the low growth of per capita incomes in the region. Export expansion and
diversification are essential if African economies are to grow and Africans are to have a chance
to earn better livings.

The objective of the Africa's region work program on trade is to support the integration
of African countries into the world and regional economies and improve their trade performance
-- and its linkages to accelerated growth and poverty reduction -- through an appropriate mix of
activities at the country, the regional, continent-wide, and global levels.

II. Main Trade-Related Issues Facing The Region

Reforms in the world trading system in order to increase Africa's export opportunities
and provide incentives for domestic reforms are essential for accelerating growth and poverty
reduction in Africa. Particularly important for Africa are:
* reductions in tariff and tariff escalation on agricultural products and labor-intensive

manufactures,
* elimination of trade distorting agricultural subsidies,
* preferential market access for exports from African countries,
a access to affordable imported medicines,
* reasonable international product standards, and
* restraints on monopolies/cartels in international air and maritime services.

Since the above issues are addressed in other Bank documents, this note focuses instead on
the country and regional issues facing Africa and on the Bank's program to help address these.

A. An Unsupportive Investment Climate

Investrnent rates in Africa are low and need to be substantially raised in order to
accelerate growth and poverty reduction. A unsupportive investment climate is still a major
problem in most African countries. Behind-the-borders policies that restrain private investment
and inhibit a supply response to improved market access and trade policies are serious
impediments to growth and competitiveness. For example, in many countries:
* the legal, regulatory, and tax framework for business is unsatisfactory;
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* weak governance and accompanying corruption and inefficiencies undermine confidence;
* infrastructure of all types is inadequate; and
* the transport, telecommunication, and financial services that facilitate trade are poor.

Dominance of key sectors by inefficient monopolies and dysfunctional labor institutions are
additional problems in some countries. Hence, in order to provoke a strong supply response,
trade reforms must be part of a broader package of measures to improve the investment climate.
The relative priority and desirable sequencing of conventional trade reforms and other steps
needed to improve the investment climate will vary from country to country.

B. Unfinished Liberalization

Despite the significant progress made in liberalizing trade in the 1990s, African countries
still maintain high levels of nominal and effective protection for import-competing industries;
anti-export bias is strong; and liberalization is incomplete. Recently a few countnes have started
to follow more aggrcssive export grow,th strategies with encouraging results; but, on a continent-
wide basis, export expansion and diversification appear de facto to be low country priorities.
Although the unweighted average tariff is about 16%, the wide-spread practice of levying the
highest tariff rates on virtually all domestically produced goods, while exempting the imported
inputs used to produce these, leads to much higher protection for import-competing industries
and resulting inefficiencies. Nominal protection rates for import-competing industry range on
average from 30% to 35%, while average effective protection rates reach 70-80%. Very few
countries provide exporters with effective access to import-duty and indirect-tax free inputs.
Inefficient and corrupt customs administrations are a substantial additional restraint on trade and
competitiveness. As a result, anti-export bias is still quite high.

Unfortunately, at present, there is little recognition of the need for further liberalization;
and many policymakers are skeptical of its benefits:

. they doubt that their small and underdeveloped economies will be able to compete on
intemational or even domestic markets;

* they view the current world trading system as unbalanced and unfair because of market
access barriers facing key products and agricultural subsidies in industrial countries.

* they see managing the adjustments from a protected environnment to a more open competitive
one as a daunting challenge with tariff remaining an important source of revenues and with
low growth, weak institutions, volatile terms of trade, and limited safety nets.

C. Behind-The-Border Trade-Related Reforms

Within the broad range of issues which need to be addressed in order to improve the
business climate and supply response, two particular trade-related behind-the-border issues stand
out:

* Customs Reform. In nearly every country a major institution building effort is required to
reform and improve customs administration so that customs facilitates trade rather than
obstructs it.
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- Inefficiency and corruption in customs administration raises the cost of both imports and
exports and inhibits trade integration as well as causing revenue losses and undermining
governance.

- As noted earlier, very few countries provide exporters with effective access to import
duty and indirect-tax (VAT) free input, often because customs is unable to implement
tariff-rebates and similar measures.

- Poorly functioning transit arrangements are a serious obstacle to expanding trade in many
of the region's landlocked countries.

* Trade Facilitation: improvements in trade-related infrastructure and provision of efficient,
competitive trade-related serviccs arc nceded:

- Key transport areas are roads, road transport, ports, and air line services.
- Particular care is required to avoid inefficient monopolies and other rent-seeking

behavior so that essential service industries support rather than strangle export growth.
- An important related governance reform is the removal illegal road blocks on internal

roads that constitute a de facto tax on trade.
- Compliance with international standards is needed for African producers to effectively

take advantage of market opportunities.

D. Regional Inteeration

Currently, there is much greater political enthusiasm for regional integration than for
unilateral trade liberalization. Most African countries are members of various regional trade
agreements (RTAs) intended to promote trade among themselves. NEPAD has recently called
for expeditious implementation of existing RTAs and the elimination of all internal trade barriers
as a step toward integration into the global economy. It is also preparing a priority list of
regional infrastructure projects.

Under certain conditions, RTAs can prove effective instruments for accelerating trade
reforms and enlarging domestic markets. The main challenges for SSA in this area are to:

* Ensure that RTA's have an outward-looking trade orientation to minimize trade diversion
and increase economic efficiency. The UEMOA Customs Union established in 2000 is a
good precedent: the average nominal external tariff in its member countries went down from
25% (pre 1996) to 12% (2000), fostering international and intra-regional trade.

. Rationalize and harmonize the complex web of overlapping and inconsistent regional
agreements in easteni and southern Africa (SADC, COMESA, EAC) to facilitate
implementation and avoid creating obstacles to trade.

• Maximize the development impact of planned bilateral FTAs with developed countries (the
EU FTAs with the ACP countries in the context of the planned Economic Partnership
Agreements and the US FTA with SACU) and ensure that they are fully compatible with
regional integration in Africa.

• Overcome weak institutional capacity at the regional and country levels to implement RTAs.
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Improve regional infrastructure and services which support regional trade (transport,
telecommunications, finance) and address institutional weaknesses (internal road blocks,
corruption and inefficiency in customs, and transit facilitation). These steps are of particular
importance for integrating landlocked countries into regional and international markets.

E. Distributional Impact Of Trade

Because of the very low average level of income and high incidence of poverty in Africa,
accelerated growth is essential for poverty reduction. Improved trade-performance is, in tum,
critical for accelerating growth and is thus a key element of broad-based poverty-reduction.
However, safety nets for protecting the most vulnerable are weak, increasing the difficulty of
managing the transitions from closed to open economies. In order to both strengthen the linkage
between trade expansion and poverty reduction and to better manage transitional impacts, the
distributional effects of trade expansion are a standard feature of the Region's DTISs. In depth
analytical work and capacity building on trade and poverty reduction is planned for four Western
and Central African countries (Benin, Burkina Faso, Senegal and Cameroon).

III. Main Instruments Used To Support The Trade Agenda

The Bank uses the whole range of trade-related analytical, advisory, and operational
instruments to promote improved trade-performance in Africa at both the country and regional
levels. Program priorities are determined primarily at the country level, although in some cases
regional or global considerations are also important.

A. Analytical And Advisorv Activities (IF, ESW And TA)

Against the above background, Bank analytical and advisory work is undertaken to help
client countries better understand the links between trade, growth, and poverty reduction and to
identify priority areas for trade-related reforms and programs in their development strategies.
This work also underpins the design of the region's operational prograns. Some analytical work
is also undertaken to sustain the policy dialogue with client countries on regional or on
continent-wide issues. Analytical and advisory work is carried out at three levels:

1. Country Level

a. IF Diagnostic Studies of Trade Integration in the LDCs. The Bank supported Integrated
Framework for Trade Related Assistance for the least developed countries (LDCs) is a major
regional as well as institutional initiative: 3/4s of the world's LDCs are in SSA, and these 33
countries account for 3/4s of the Africa region's member countries. The region, in
partnership with the Trade Department, carries out 4 to 5 diagnostic trade integration studies
per year; and this program is the largest single component of the region's current analytical
work on trade. Each study includes an analysis on distributional impact of trade reforms.

b. Diagnostic Trade Studies in the non-LDCs: In addition to its 33 LDCs, the Region contains
14 other low and middle income countries that face difficulties in integrating into the world
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economy and expanding and diversifying their exports. In the second half of FY03, the
region initiated a parallel program of trade diagnostic work in African non-LDCs, beginning
with Kenya, Nigeria, and South Africa.

c. Other Trade and Behind-the-border and Country Studies: In addition to the IF programs of
trade diagnostic studies for the LDCs and the parallel regional program for the non-LDCs,
various analysis of trade and behind-the-border issues are undertaken in response to client
requests as part of the region's regular country programs. For example:

- Comprehensive analysis of export competitiveness have recently been completed for
Ghana, Ethiopia, and Zambia.

- Some Country Economic Memoranda (CEM) include or will likely include trade
chapters, like the one for Kenya, Mauritania, Lesotho and Zambia)

- Agricultural trade facilitation studies to assist with export diversification are in progress
in eight countries (Senegal, Ghana, Uganda, Ethiopia, Tanzania, South Africa, Kenya,
Ivory Cost).

- The research program in enterprise development's (RPED) investment climate surveys
are being accelerated (Eritrea, Mozambique, Ethiopia, Uganda, Kenya, Zambia and
Tanzania).

- Analytical work on standards in several African countries : 5 studies carried out by the
DEC trade group in partnership with USAID are completed and will be published shortly;
three other studies (Kenya, Senegal, Burkina Faso) will be available in FY03/04 with
recommendations which could be translated into operations.

- The Bank also participates in IMF work on customs issues in some countries (Angola,
Benin, Burundi, Congo (B), Congo (D.R.), Mozambique, Rwanda).

2. Sub-Regional Level

In FY02 the region has established a separate program to support regional integration and
cooperation with its own staff and budget and work closely with other donors, in particular the
EU. Analytical support regional integration in Africa has increased significantly in response to
demand from regional organizations and client countries.

- The region carries out a proactive program of ESW and TA in each of the major sub-
regions, to assist their customs unions and free trade areas to improve their trade policies
and performnance and strengthen their institutional capacities.

- Some of this work is carried out jointly with regional organizations as is the case with the
joint analysis with SADC/COMESA of trade policies and trade performance in Southem
and Eastem Africa.

3. Africa-Wide Level

The region's technical departments also carry out a small prograrn of analytical work on
trade-related issues of Africa wide importance.
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- Recent examples are the study of cotton trade in Westem and Central Africa, an
assessment of the overall progress of trade reforms in Africa, and initial work on customs
reforms in Africa as an input into a future Trade Department study.

- The Region also supports capacity building of African expertise on trade issues: in
partnership with WBI and other Bank networks, technical support is provided for African
research centers such as AERC and SATRN, the Africa Union and UNECA, and NEPAD
work on trade issues.

B. Strateev Work

The main instrument for operationalizing the trade agenda is mainstreaming the findings
of the various pieces of analytical work in the development strategies of the client country and in
the Bank's own country and regional assistance strategies.

1. Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers

The first round of the region's PRSPs and HIPCs focused on interrelated problems of
debt relief, governance, public expenditure management, and the delivery of public services,
particularly in health and education. Growth and trade received relatively less attention at this
stage. As subsequent PRSPs move towards growth promotion as part of a strategy of sustained,
broad-based poverty reduction, the role of trade should become increasingly more prominent.
Concems about debt-sustainability and the resulting need for export expansion are pushing in the
same direction.

2. Country Assistance Strategies

CASs reflect country strategies and priorities, and for this reason have tended to follow
the same trend as PRSPs. With the increased interest in trade and the analytical work on it, the
content of region's CASs is likely to evolve in the sarne direction as that of its PRSPs.

3. Regional Integration Assistance Strategies

In response to the strong client interest in regional integration in Africa, the region has
developed a new instrument: the regional integration assistance strategy (RIAS). Assistance
strategies are being prepared for each of the major Africa sub-regions at the pace of one every 18
months or so (West Africa in August 2001, Central Africa in February 2003). Because of the
existence of a number of regional customs unions and free trade areas, and the political interest
strengthening these, trade policy and facilitation have been central concerns in the RIASs.
Much of the policy dialogue about trade reform now takes place in the context of discussions
about regional integration.

4. Africa Assistance Strategv

The Region is in the process of preparing an assistance strategy for the region as a whole,
that is a logical vehicle for addressing issues of Africa-wide importance, such as trade expansion
and diversification.
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C. Lending Operations

1. Country Level

Although the content of the Bank's operations in the region has been influenced by the
same recent trends as its PRSPs and CASs, trade-related operations and components are still
important in a number of countries. Adjustment operations and private sector development
projects of various types are the primary vehicles for addressing trade issues.

For example, recent trade-related adjustment operations in the past few years focused on
trade facilitation and competitiveness in Cameroon SAC 3 and reinforcement of customs revenue
administration in Chad SAC 4. Uganda SAC 3 contains a significant trade liberalization
component under which Uganda simplified its tariff structure and reduced its tariff protection. In
Ethiopia, two budget support operations contain trade and investment climate provisions such as
the establishment of duty- exemption schemes for exporters, implementation of an export credit
guarantee scheme, simplification of export procedures, and revisions in investment codes. A
programmatic structural adjustment credit in Tanzania, which aims at improving the business
environment, will address investment facilitation and promotion of free crop movement within
and across borders.

Private sector development operations have been the second important instrument for
supporting trade expansion. For example, Gateway Projects in Ghana and Gambia have focused
on institutional changes and physical investments that facilitate cross-border trade. Two
investment projects in Senegal and Burkina Faso are supporting a range of measures to promote
non-traditional exports, including physical plants. A mining sector development project in
Uganda is geared towards improving the efficiency of the Ugandan mining sector, the
performance of which will be measured by its impact on exports. In Senegal, a private sector
development credit, now in the appraisal stage, was developed at the same time as the IF, and
many of the recommendations in the IF have been integrated into the operations. It has
components for tourism, primary export sectors, customs reform, and ISO standards compliance.

2. Sub-Reaional Level

Although to date the Bank has had only a few sub-regional lending operations in Africa,
these, like the RIASs, have tended to focus on trade-related issues. For 10 eastem and southern
African countries, the Bank is financing a regional trade facilitation project which aims at
establishing a credible export insurance mechanism. The Bank has also provided an IDF grant
for a trade surveillance unit to monitor the implementation of UEMOA Customs Union.
Operations to facilitate cross border payments in UEMOA and CEMAC have been financed.
The Bank is working on the preparation of three operations on trade and transport facilitation in
West, Central, and Southem/Eastem Africa to improve regional infrastructure and support
physical integration in the sub- regions (mostly comprising transport components but also transit
systems and customs procedures).
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IV. Countries And Sub-Regions where A-FR has active trade activities

A. Two Countries Important For The Global Agenda And For The Region

Two African countries have large enough economies that their trade policies are
important for the development of the region as a whole as well as for themselves: South Africa
and Nigeria. Both countries have historically followed fairly protectionist trade policies. Up
until recently, neither country has been very interested in Bank assistance in the trade area; and
their country programs have reflected this lack of interest. Nevertheless, special attention to
analytical work on trade and policy dialogue with these countries is merited in light of the
influence of their actions on other countries in the region and on Africa's position in the WTO
negotiations. Analytical work on their trade policies will be initiated in the second half of FY03,
and the two countries also figure importantly in the dialogues over trade liberalization in SADC
and ECOWAS. In parallel, in response to the global agenda and requests from the countries in
the region, the Bank also provides technical assistance to the Africa Group in WTO via UNECA,
the Africa Union, and NEPAD.

B. The 33 IF Countries

The Bank provides assistance in trade-related areas to the 33 LDCs in the region
that are potentially eligible for the IF Program both through the implementation of this program
and through its regular country programs.

IF diagnostic studies of trade integration have recently been completed for five African
countries so far: Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritania, Senegal, Lesotho. The follow-up consists
primarily of integrating IF findings and recommendation in the national development strategy
through consultation and dialogue with country authorities, as well as with donors, and then
determining the priorities and the appropriate programs through which to support needed actions.
Senegal, the most advanced country in this regard, has, as discussed earlier, incorporated a large
number of IF recommendations in the Private Sector Development Credit that is currently under
appraisal.

IF diagnostic studies are currently in the process of being prepared in four more
countries: Ethiopia, Burundi, Guinea, and Mali. The most likely countries to qualify for IFs in
FY04-05 currently appear to be: Chad, Benin, and Burkina Faso.

In addition to the IF program, the Bank also provides trade-related assistance to some of
the 33 African LDCs through its regular country programs. For example, Uganda, which has not
had an IF diagnostic study, expressed interest in expanding and diversifying trade as part of its
development strategy. It is benefiting from several ESW/advisory activities and operations with
trade components. Recently completed or ongoing activities in Uganda include a competitiveness
study, an investment climate survey, an agricultural trade facilitation study, and a
training/capacity building event on WTO issues. Uganda participates in the regional trade
facilitation project (trade insurance) in eastern and southern Africa and in the analytical work on
trade liberalization in EAC and COMESA. SAC 3 supported Uganda's trade liberalization
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program, and a mining sector development project will use export growth to measure
performance as noted above.

Tanzania is another example on an LDC, for which an IF diagnostic study has not been
undertaken but which has a fairly active Bank program in the trade area. Its programmatic
structural adjustment credit under implementation has a tranche that is targeted at improving the
business environment as noted above. ESW on exports is currently in progress, a RPED
investment climate survey has just been launched, and FIAS is planning to conduct a study on
administrative barriers to investment. The govenmment's PRSP addresses trade and investment
climate issues under the heading of accelerating growth, and the Poverty Reduction Support
Credit currently under preparation is likely to include components in these areas.

C. The 12 Other Non-LDCs

Trade-related work on the 12 other non-LDCs in Africa is funded from the region's
parallel program of 3 diagnostic trade studies per year and from the regular country programs
when given priority by the country concemed. A trade study for Kenya will be launched in the
second half FY03, along with those on Nigeria and South Africa discussed above. Studies on
Ghana, Cameroon, and Gabon, which are the larger economies in their sub-regions, are
tentatively planned to start in FY04.

Kenya is an example of a non-LDC with a fairly active trade component in its country
program. A CEM currently being prepared will assess the investment climate and trade policy
regime and analyze the constraints facing export sectors in detail. An RPED investment climate
survey was just launched, and FIAS study of administrative barriers to investment is planned. A
PSD project under preparation for FY04 is expected to include reformn of three enterprises which
have particularly important implications for trade and the investment climate:
telecommunications, rail transport, and civil aviation.

D. Regional Trade Areas Of Swecial Significance For The Bank's Program

Three regional trade areas are of special significance for the Bank's program: West
Africa (ECOWAS/WAEMU); the Central Africa Economic and Monetary Community
(CAEMC); and Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA/EAC/SADC).

As noted earlier, regional integration assistance strategies have already been approved for
West and Central Africa. ESW and technical assistance on trade issues and trade facilitation
projects figure prominently in the assistance strategies for both sub-regions. The dialogue over
trade issues is equally active in Eastern and Southern Africa, but the regional integration
problems there are more difficult because of the inconsistent and overlapping RTAs.

V. Constraints

There are two primary interrelated constraints to moving more rapidly on the trade
agenda in Africa. First, the lack of progress on the Doha development agenda creates a fairly
negative environment for discussions of trade liberalization and contributes to skepticism in
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Africa about the potential gains from domestic reforms. Early action on the world trading
system issues that are the most important for Africa would likely give a significant impetus to
trade liberalization efforts in Africa.

Second, African countries ultimately decide on their own development priorities.
Ownership of the trade liberalization program by the country concerned is essential: it is the
only way to ensure that a country is committed to the reforms and to guarantee follow-up,
continuity, and non-reversal in the reform process. Furthermore, in Africa trade policies and
investment climate reforms compete for policy makers' attention with other immediate concerns,
such as the HIV/AIDS pandemic, excessive debt burdens and continuing fiscal crises, and
governance problems within a context of very limited institutional capacities. So mainstreaming
improvements in the trade and investment climate in the PRSPs and CASs of the countries that
are not now actively interested in these issues is likely to take time. Hence, the trade reform
process has to be seen as a long term one requiring sustained effort over time.
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Appendix 1B: Africa Region (AFR) Table of Trade Activities

AAA (ongoing and planned) Strategy Work Principal Trade-related Operations
Countries IF/ESW/TA CAS-RIAS PRSP Under Implementation Planned

N ACCOUNT OF GLOBAL AGENDA
Nigeria Non IF Trade Study; Standards and CAS (pipelne -PRSP planned Econornic Management Capacity

Trade Study DEC/USAID. 12/03), Trade- board 05/03 Building Project- 2000
Agncultural trade case study. no

South Africa Non IF Trade Study; (FY03-04) CAS, Trade- Industrial Comnpetitiveness and Job
Analysis of growing trade surplus yes Creation Project-1997
with SADC; Agricultural trade
facilitation study; Standards and
Trade study (DECIUSAID) (FY03,
04).

IFLDCs _ __=
Angola Jomt Dialogue with IMF on customs TSS (3/03), -PRSP in

exemptions. CEM (FY04) will cover Trade-no preparation, trade-
trade related issues; IF possible FY yes- 05/03
04-05.

Bemn Joint Dialogue with IMF on customs CAS planned PRSP/JSA 03/03 Private Sector Development Project-
issues. IF possible FY 04-05, cotton 05/03 000
sector reform (03) growth and
competitiveness (04); Trade and
Poverty work (04).

Burkina Faso IF possible FY 04-05; Trade and CAS planned pRSP completed Agricultural exports promotion project. Agncultural intensification and
Poverty work (04). 03/03; Trade- 11/02; Trade-yes Cornpetitiveness and enterprise diversification. PRSC (with

(es development credit sectoral exports focus).
Burndi IF Underway. Joint Dialogue with CAS-TSS Planned Board 4/03 Regional Trade Facilitation Project-

IMF on customs issues. ompleted 2001

Cape Verde AS PR -PRSP completed Structural Adjustment Credit 2002
ompleted 04/02

Central African -PRSP completed
Republic 12/00, Trade-no
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AAA (ongoing and planned) Strategy Work Principal Trade-related Operations
Countries IF/ESW/TA CAS-RIAS PRSP _ Under Implementation Planned

Chad IF possible FY 04-05 AS (pipeline PRSP planned Petroleum Development and Pipeline SAC 4. Reinforcement of
D7/03), Trade- D6/03, Trade-yes Project-2000, Petroleum Sector customs admmistration; reform
yes Management Capacity Building of the cotton sector.

roject-2000, Management of the
etroleuwn Economy Project-2000, SAC
- reinforcement of customs revenue

ddministration, reform of the cotton
______________________ __________________ _ sector

Comoros IF possible FY 04-05 TSS (12/03), -PRSP in
Trade-yes reparation, Trade-

(es 4/03
Congo (RDC) Joint Dialogue with IMF on customs CAS-TSS -PRSP completed

issues ormpleted D6/02, Trade-no
7/01, Trade-no

Eritrea Investment climate survey CAS-PR
completed, FIAS report completed. (pipeline
Preliminary IF work started. CEM 09/03)
in progress with possible trade
component.

Equatonal Guinea

Ethiopia IF Underway. Export and CAS board PRSP board 09/02, tructural Adjustment Credit 2002 and PRSC (04) focusing on PSD
competitiveness study. Investment 03/03, Trade- Trade-no Economic Recovery and Support Credit and investment climate PSD
chmate survey; Cost and compliance no with both trade and investment capacity building project (04 or
standard project (livestock) provisions 05)

Gambia, The CAS board PRSP board 7/02; Gateway project - Trade and
03/03; Trade- Trade -yes nvestnentses

Guinea IF Underway 'AS-PR I-PRSP completed National Agricultural Export
onipleted 10/00 romoion Project-1993
7/01; Trade- RSP (pipelne
_____________ 07/02); Trade - yes

Guinea-Bissau IF possible FY 04-05 AS planned PRSP board
)5/03 lanned 06/03
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AAA (ongoing and planned) Strategy Work Principal Trade-related Operations
Countries IF/ESWITA CAS-RIAS PRSP Under Implementation Planned

Lesotho IF Completed (FY03). Lesotho CAS (11/03), PRSP (11/03),
growth options (FY03) Trade-yes Trade-yes

Liberia

Madagascar IF nearing completion (FY03). CAS 11/03, PRSP (7/03), Structural Adjustmnent Credit (II)- 1999,
Tourism report (FY03), Agnculture Trade-yes Trade-yes Emergency Cyclone Support 2001,
Report (FY03); EPZ under Transport Sector Reform and
preparation Rehabilitation Project- 2000. Roads

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____ ____ pr_ ject (2002).
Malawi IF Completed (FY03); CEM (FY03) CAS 05/03, PRSP (2002), Regional Trade Facilitation Project-

Trade-likely rade-no 001

Mali IF Underway _ AS planned PRSP Board 03/03; Agricultural Trading and Processing SAC IV (cotton). Agncultural
D5/03; Trade- Trade-yes romobon Pilot Project- 1995. omnpetitiveness and

diversification project (FY04)
Mauritania IF Comnpleted; CEM with possible AS PRSP report

trade focus ompleted planned for 5/03;
6/02; Trade- rade-yes

yes _________ ________________ M uf___________________________ wing and port rehabilitation
Mozambique Investment clumate survey; study on AS planned PRSP completed Economic Management Reform

customs reform; DECILJSAID 5/03, Tradc- 10/01, Trade-no Operation - 1999. Transport and coastal
Standards and Trade study; Joint ikely. hippmg.
Dialogue (with IMIF) on lowering
tariffs. IF possible FY 04-05. RD
strategy work (ongoing);
Agrncultural trade facilitation study.

Niger Joint Dialogue with IMF on customs CAS board PRSP/JSA 1/2 Agro-Pastoral Export Promotion
issues 1/03 Pi__ oject- 2000.

Rwanda CAS 11/02, PRSP 06/02, Trade- Rural Sector Support Project 2001,
Trade-yes yes Regional Trade Facilitation Project-

001, Competitiveness and Enterprise
_Development Project-2001.
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| AAA (ongoing and planned) Strategy Work Principal Trade-related Operations
Countries I IF/ESW/TA CAS-RIAS PRSP Under Implementation Planned

Sao Tome and CEM with trade policy focus. PRSP 06/02 Public Resource Management Credit
Principe 00l(tax and customs reforms).
Senegal IF Completed. Agricultural trade CAS board PRSP board 12/02; Trade Reform and Competitiveness Appraisal PSD credit with

facilitation study; Trade and Poverty 03/03; Trade- Trade-no 2001, Agricultural Export Promotion components on tourism,
work (04); Food safety assessment yes Project-1998. rumary export sectors, customs
and action plan/compliance on reforms and ISO standards;
standards project. ggncultural markets

_____ ____ _ __ ____ _____ __ _ ____ ____ _____ ____ ____ ___ levelopm ent (FY 04).
Sierra Leone Mining study completed CAS -PRSP completed; Economrc Rchabilitation and Recovery New ERRC m preparation with

completed Trade - no Credit (02). crade liberalization and trade
03/02; Trade - facilitation component.
no

Somaha

Sudan Planned RPED investnent climate
survey (FY 04)

Tanzania Investment climate survey, CAS (11/03), I-PRSP completed Programnatic Structural Adjustment PRSC under preparation with
Agricultural trade facihtation study, Trade- 10/00, Trade-no Credit Project -2000, Regional Trade trade and investment
Global Markets study. ESW on yes/Investment Facilitation Proj ect-200 1, Tax components (FY03)
exports in preparation, FIAS study chmate dmimstration Project-I 999
on administrative barriers planned -AS-PR

Togo AS-PR
completed
D6/00, Trade-
10

Uganda Comnpetitiveness Study; Investment AS RSP comnpleted egional Trade Facilitation Project-
climate survey; Agncultural trade ompleted 3/00, Trade-no 2001; Mining sector development
facilitation study; Standards and 2/00 export growth rate to measure
Trade Study (DEC); distance AS (pipelne perforrnance), SAC 3 with extensive
leaming event of WTO. FIAS update 12/03), Trade- rade liberalization program
on administrative barrier study es simplification of tarff stucture and

eduction of tariff protection)
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AAA (ongoing and planned) Strate gy Work Principal Trade-related Operations
Countries IF/ESW/TA CAS-RIAS PRSP Under Implementation Planned

Zambia Preliminary IF Work. CAS (pipeline PRSP completed Support to Economic expansion
Competitveness Study. Investment | 1/03), Trade- 05/02, Trade-no and diversification
Climate survey underway; (FY03). ikely
Workshop for labor unions (FY03);
Export diversification workshop
(06/02), CEM (FY04) with trade

elemcnts.

NON LDCs

Botswana
Cameroon Non IF study planned (04-05); Trade 'AS -PRSP completed tructural Adjustment Credit (03)-

and Poverty work; Agricultural trade ompleted 8/00, Trade-yes 1998, Railway Concessionary 2002;
ase study. 6/00, Trade- ovala Infrastructure 2002; and Chad-

es ameroon pipeline project 2000.
Congo (B) Joint Dialogue with IMF on customs rss 01/01, Draft 1-PRSP

issues. rrade-no 3/02, Trade-no
Cote d'Ivoire Agricultural trade facilitation study SAS I-PRSP completed Pnvate Sector Development Capacity

ompleted 3/02; Trade - yes uildmg Project-1998, Agricultural
6/02; Trade - xport Promotion and Diversification

yes Project-1995.

Gabon Non IF study planned (04-O5) Prvatization and Regulatory Capacity
uildmg Technical Assistance Project -

___________________ _ : _______________________________ ______________ _____________0 0 3

Ghana Export and competitiveness Study; CAS -PRSP completed Economuc Reform Support Operation Restructuration of Agricultural
kgricultural trade facilitation study, completed 6/00; Trade-yes 02)-1999, Economuc Reform Support ector Investment Program
Ghana Semmnar on trade, poverty and 6/00; CAS redit (03)-2002, Trade and Investment ongoing).
the WTO (FY03) Food safety (pipeline ateway Project (01).
ssessment and action plan. 2/03); Trade-

L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ye s
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AAA (ongoing and planned) Strategy Work Principal Trade-related Operations
Countries IF/ESW/TA CAS-RIAS PRSP Under Implementation Planned

Kenya Non IF Trade Study, Investment CAS (pipeline PRSP (pipelme 03), Regional Trade Facilitation Project- Preparation of an investment
climate survey, Agricultural trade 10/03), Trade- Trade-yes 001 clinate capacity building
facilitation study, DEC/USAID yes broject (WBI/PREM); PSD
Standard and Trade Study (FY03), . roject (FY04) on utility
PREM/ARD cost and compliance eforrm.
tudy on vegetable and fish sectors
Y03), CEM in preparation with

ocus on trade policy regime. FIAS
tudy on admninstrative barners to

Investment planned
Mauritus auritius possible membership in CAS (04/02),

AGU (FY03); Labor market report Trade-yes
FY04).

Namibia
Sources of growth (FY04)

SeycheUles Econommc update (FY03); CEM
(FY04)

Swaziland CEM (04)

Zimbabwe Preliminary work on Trade report I-CAS
(FY02). (10/02),

Trade-no

FCOWAS! UEMOA ECOWAS-TA on the Implementation RIAS August DF grant for a trade surveillance unit UEMOA is preparing a pilot
Df a Custonis Union at the ECOWAS D (trade o monitor the implementation of operation to facilitate cross-
level. The ECOWAS Secretariat is central focus) JEMOA CU. border transport through the
carrying out a study on the economic establishment of smgle border
impact of introducing a commnon posts between Burkina Faso
xternal tariff (CET) in the and Cote d'lvoire, and between

ECOWAS, with technical advice Burkina Faso and Togo; and the
from the Bank. UEMOA -Momtorng creation of an Observatory of
and assessing of the CET Abnormal Practices. A broader
irrplementation within UEMOA. UEMOA-ECOWAS Transport
_Study of the distnbutional impact of and Trade faclitation program
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________________ l AAA (ongoing and planned) Strategy Work Principal Trade-related Oerations
Countries | IF/ESW/TA CAS-RIAS PRSP Under Implementation Planned

e CET. ay be prepared. This may
lead to a Bank IDA Operafion.

CEMAC Study on the progress in the RIAS Trade and Transport
Implementation of the reforms in the February 03 Facilitation project scheduled
CEMAC Customs Umon (trade central for FY05 in ordcr to improve

focus) the Douala-Ndjamena and
Doual-Bangui corridors (US$10
Million)

SADC/ SADC/COMESA Study on Trade Trade Facilitation project 2001-06 Cofinancing with DFID on
COMESA/EAC Policies and Trade Performances in (US$110 Million) to create a credible trade standard facilitation as

Southem and Eastern Africa, The insurance mechanmsm against losses part of the region's joint work
Study will be a cooperative efffort causes by political risk. Participating programn with COMESA and
between the Bank, the IMF, countries are: Burundi, Kenya, Malawi, 3ADC. Development of a
COMESA and SADC. EAC wanda, Tanzania, Uganda and basort facilitation program.
Stocktaking report on the status of Zambia. Approved by Bank Board in Four corridors have been
Trade liberalization m the EAC April 2001. dentified: - the Northem
region, and prospects for an EAC Corridor from Mombasa to
Customs Union was done in FY02. A Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi and
Concept note laying out modalities of DRC; - the "central corridor"
echnical support to the EAC between Dar Es Salaamn,
Secretariat in view of the Rwanda, Burundi and DRC; -
stablishment of a CU is being the "north south corridor"

prepared. Joint work IMF and FIAS between South Africa and DRC
planned on harmonization fiscal and through Zambia and Zimbabwe;
on fiscal investment incentives in - the Djibouti-Ethiopia-Sudan

_EAC corridor, building on the Trans-
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AAA (ongoing and planned) Strategy Work Principal Trade-related Operations
Countries IF/ESW/TA | CAS-RIAS PRSP Under Implementation Planned

Kalahari and Maputo
corridors'expenences. These
comdors entail ports, roads,
)order posts, railways

9AFRICA - WIDE

Capacity building of African trade Africa
expertise: technical support to assistance
research center, such as AERC and strategy under
SATRN; - Support and policy preparation
dialogue with African Umon,
UNECA, and NEPAD on trade issues.
- Initial work on customs reforms in
Afnca; - Study of cotton trade m
Westem and Central Africa; -
Assessment of progress of trade
reforms m Afnca; - Study on trade
between Africa and Asia (Japanese
TF).I
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AVVendix 2A: East Asia And Pacific Region (EAP)

Main obiectives for trade in the Region

There is little doubt that trade has been a major focus of countries in the region, a fact
that has been recently enforced by China's entry into the WTO. Traditional trade liberalization
issues of lowering tariff and non-tariff barriers were addressed much earlier in most countries in
the East Asia Region compared with other parts of the world, and the Region has benefited
tremendously from trade integration over the last couple of decades. Even though the East Asia
crisis left a sense of vulnerability, commitment to integration and openness remains by and large
intact. In fact, countries in the region have been actively participating in many regional fora and
trading (and investment) agreements in order to maintain momentum and further integration,
expanded AFTA, ASEAN+China (and other ASEAN Plus initiatives), and APEC to name a few.
At the same time, protectionism is on the rise.

The regional strategy calls for engagement on country, regional and global levels. Given
renewed regionalism in East Asia-and a momentum in regional arrangements that the global
discussions have yet to achieve, we see a need to engage with clients and regional players on
those issues with the greatest scope for making inroads critical to the global development
agenda. At the country level, the objective is to ensure that the trade agenda is managed in the
context of the country's broader development and poverty reduction strategy. A strategic
country focus is those low income countries who are struggling to find successful models for
trade integration and/or those concerned with threats to their competitiveness. Another strategic
country focus is important players in the global trading system that can play a leadership role in
strengthening the development focus of the regional and global trade agenda-wherever country
demand warrants.

Main issues and EAP trade program

The Regional trade agenda revolves around three major sets of issues. One is widening
opportunities in trade arrangements. In a new determination to reinvigorate their economies, East
Asia countries are following a multiple track approach, with support for a new global round, as
well as through regional and bilateral arrangements. As noted, China is playing an increasingly
important role in the regional picture. A second set of issues is "behind the border" institutional
and regulatory reforns required to maximize the benefits of trade and investment liberalization.
Technical barriers and product standards, logistics, service sectors, intellectual property rights,
and environmental and labor standards have become as important a part of the private sector
environment in East Asia as trade policy itself. Placing these within a broader framework of
development is essential to assess priorities. A third set of issues is the impact of integration on
poorer countries, and on vulnerable groups within countries. There is a concern that a narrow
approach to globalization, as in the 1980's and early 1990's, has resulted in a worsening of
income distribution within countries and a worsening of the gap between richer and poorer
countries within East Asia. This calls for broader approaches emphasizing the contribution and
coherence of trade and integration policy with overall development, stability and growth, and
bringing the empirical evidence more squarely into the policy debate. To address these issues,
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the East Asia and Pacific Region has enhanced its regional trade work. A major regionalforum,
Fourth Asian Development Forum, was held in November in Korea in collaboration with the
Asian Development Bank to explore key issues in the Trade and Poverty agenda. A regional
tradeflagship volume is scheduled to be launched mid-2003. A series of country workshops are
being held to engage on the issues and set the stage for further support to our client countries.

While East Asia and Pacific countries are diverse, each with a different set of priorities, these
overall priorities are emerging for the Region.

Services liberalization. Services liberalization lags behind other regions, and as such, East Asia
may be losing competitiveness. Evidence suggests that the productivity gains associated with
more efficient services are particularly high, and that competitiveness in high value,
differentiated agriculture and manufacturing depends on efficient provision of business services.
While a non-preferential approach is important for efficiency, regional arrangements may
provide greater policy space for regulatory cooperation and learning-by-doing. Services
liberalization is an important part of both country and regional work. Support to low income
countries who are preparing for WTO accession includes prominently the services agenda. In
China, the Region will continue to support the post-WTO services agenda, with a workshop in
the near term and in the context of our support to individual services sectors such as the
financial sector. A services component in the Malaysia Investment Climate Assessment will assist
in identifying ways to increase productivity and trade. Services is also a key component of the
Region's work program with ASEAN as they pursue a deeper integration agenda with various
partners.

Agriculture and standards. China's position offers scope for agricultural liberalization. There is
evidence to suggest that if agriculture can be liberalized in a regional setting, as in the proposed
China-ASEAN FTA, then a favorable political dynamic can be set in place that will lead to more
open agricultural sectors overall. Market access continues to be an important issue, but what is
more significant for East Asia than domestic support programs in rich countries is cascading
tariffs in agricultural processing. Another major constraint is the ability to meet sanitary and
photo-sanitary standards for their exports, including laboratories and standards regulatory
coordination. The Region is expanding its operational support to food safety. There is scope to
support in our lending program, for example, a component of the proposed Crop Diversification
loan to the Philippines. under supervision, as well as other capacity building initiatives, for
example, in China.

Transport and logistics. Logistics is another major behind the border impediment to
competitiveness--and spreading development benefits of trade beyond coastal regions. Inland
logistics and transport costs are particularly onerous. But this involves much more than
infrastructure. Key priorities are firm-to-port logistics (multi-modal coordination, document
processing for inland container traffic etc), as well as port logistics (including Customs and land-
use regulations). For these issues, pursuing the broader governance and investrnent climate
strengthening agenda on a parallel track is essential. Intra-regional logistics within ASEAN also
is important. The Region is expanding its operational support to logistics. The lending program
contains many components aimed at reducing inland transport costs. In addition, several
projects are specifically supporting logistics improvements such as the Inland Container project
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under implementation in China. The Region also plans to enhance its participation in GMS and
other regional initiatives to better link our country programs with the important regional
agenda. A proposed GEF grant, the Marine Electronic Highway, aims to insure safety, security
and environmental concerns of Malacca Straights, with the participation of Singapore,
Indonesia and Malaysia.

Vulnerability of low income countries. Low income countries are at risk and struggling with
attempts at export-led growth. Cambodia, for example, is particularly vulnerable to MFA quota
elimination. In these countries, successful trade integration is closely linked to many other
elements of country's Poverty Reduction Strategies. Trade has been mainstreamed for example
in the Cambodia PRSP as well as investment climate work.

Managing the poverty and social impact. Social vulnerability remains high, including in middle
income countries and especially in remote areas, and countries are seeking assurances that trade
and integration policies are designed to reduce vulnerability and poverty. Evidence suggests that
vulnerability and volatility associated with trade integration can be managed. But the evidence
on the distributional impact of trade and trade reforms needs to be brought more squarely into the
policy debate. The Region is supporting several country clients in assessing the linkage between
trade and poverty. This is being carried out through a range of approaches, including a
promising micro-simulation-cum-CGE approach which has been used to assess the impact of
trade reforms on vulnerable groups in the context of China's WTO accession. An important part
of the work is understanding how geography affects the spreading of the benefits of trade
through work on '"poverty hotspots. " Strengthening the capacity to access social impact is a key
component of the WTO accession preparation work in Vietnam and other low income countries.
Other workfocuses on labor markets in middle income countries. EAP also is providing analysis
and support in sectors which are important to the income of poorer people, such as rice in
Cambodia, Vietnam and Indonesia and cashmere in Mongolia. Again, this work is closely linked
to EAP 's work on safety nets and poverty reduction strategies overall.

Broadening the coalition. While East Asia and the Pacific are pursuing a deeper trade and
investment liberalization agenda, protectionism is creeping in. Hence, there is a need to mobilize
forces by broadening the coalition in favor of continued openness, including development,
poverty, labor and environment communities. An important part of the regional and country
programs will be to inform the debate and strengthen this coalition.

Stratezic Country Focus

Consistent with the country focus framework for implementing our corporate objectives, the
regional strategic focus on countries and regional partnerships is as follows.

A major focus in the region is our low-income countries. Many are still struggling to find a
successful trade integration model, and several countries are not yet members of the WTO.
Several face threats to competitiveness. As noted, some are vulnerable to competition from
China and elsewhere with MEA quota elimination, notably, Cambodia but also countries such as
Vietnam and Indonesia.
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Two of our low-income countries (Cambodia and Laos) hold least developed country status. As
such, the IF process and instruments can be built strategically into their country programs.
Cambodia already has the IF diagnostic base, and our follow-up is largely through support to the
PRSP and Investment Climate instruments. Laos is further behind in its integration. Preparation
for WTO accession has proven a lightening rod for broader based reforms in other countries. In
this context, we are responding to a request to support an IF diagnostic. We also are
collaborating with WBI on capacity building in our low-income countries through GDLN trade
dialogues and workshop on preparation for WTO accession.

Other strategic focus countries include Vietnam and Indonesia. For Vietnam, its trade agenda-
including preparation for WTO accession-- is closely linked to the broader structural reform and
social impact agenda. Engagement with Vietnam includes an Export Study. EAP also is
supporting its preparation for WTO accession with a workshop planned shortly (in collaboration
with WBJ) in close collaboration with bilateral partners. Trade is also included in the PRSP and
as an important element in our PRSC support. Indonesia which has had a traditionally open
regime is now facing threats to competitiveness and reviewing its strategy. Our engagement
includes a Diagnostic Trade Integration Study (FY04) and trade arrangements capacity building
(in collaboration with WBI).

China is another strategic country. Given the country's leadership role and importance to the
global trading system, the Bank continues to respond to requests for support. This includes a
collaborative National Market Integration Study (FY04) that will assess the extent and costs of
market fragmentation and identify policy options to achieve the long-term national market
integration important for shared growth and consistent with WTO commitments. Building on an
active program of research and capacity building on WTO accession, including distance learning
opportunities for remote provinces, EAP will continue to provide analytic support on service
sector liberalization in a post-WTO context, with an upcoming workshop. A major issue for
China is high internal transport and logistics costs, impeding the ability of those in rural and
remote regions from benefiting fully from trade. EAP has a number of investment project
components underway, e.g., Container Transport Project, as well as others being prepared, e.g.,
Fourth Inlands Waterway Project.. Another focus is capacity building on food safety and
agricultural policy. The Government is implementing several projects that address that issue, for
example, a Sustainable Coastal Resource Development Project that aims to improve aquatic
product quality and safety. In addition, EAP is identifying other vehicles for TA and capacity
building on food safety issues.

As noted, renewed regionalism has momentum in East Asia. There is scope to achieve deeper
regional integration consistent with development objectives as well as to make inroads critical to
the global development agenda, in areas such as services and agricultural policy. Given the
increasing number of ASEAN Plus frameworks, our strategic focus is ASEAN and other regional
groupings. EAP support includes an analytic capacity building initiative with ASEAN SEOM in
collaboration with WBI, as well as participation in a high level ASEAN retreat based on the
regional trade flagship. In addition, we are participating in GMS and other regional fora on
transport and logistics. Finally, we continue to collaborate with the PECC Trade Forum and
APEC trade-related initiatives.
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Main constraints to implementation of trade strategy outlined above and how the Region is
planninp to address these constraints.

Existing Bank instruments are largely adequate and effective in providing a framework for the
EAP region to address key issues and support our clients. However, it is critical to identify
additional grant vehicles for capacity building and quick-response TA. In addition, there are
insufficient instruments at present that allow the Region to work effectively at the regional level
with key regional partners.

Providing tailored advice and support on behind-the-border and other trade issues to our key
regional partners and countries will require support from specialized trade experts. As noted
above, key areas include services liberalization, logistics, and standards, including the interaction
between regional integration and global agenda in each. The Region plans to address these
constraints by drawing on expertise within the Trade Department as well as external expertise
within the region.

Expanded coverage of trade issues in the low income countries requires trade skills and access to
additional financial support. The Region has sufficient staff skills that it can re-deploy to the
trade work and plans to complement country resources with the trust fund initiatives of the Trade
Department. It also plans to build trade into the PRSP and Investment Climate assessment work
programs, making use of those staff skills to enhance the linkages (with social impact and
behind-the-border issues, respectively).
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AAA (ongoing and planned) _ Principal Trade-Related OperationsCountries ESW/Capacit Building Under Implementation Planned
ON ACCOUNT OF GLOBAL AGENDA
China National Market Integration Study (FY04) Sustainable Coastal Resource Fourth Inland Waterways Project (FY04)

Development Project (FY98)
Post-WTO services Container Transport Project (F99)
Food safety imtiative

COUNTRIES ELIGIBLE FOR IF
Cambodia Follow up for integration of trade into Structural Adjustment Credit Project

PRSPs, Investment Climate Assessment, (FY00)
capacity building for WTO accession

Laos DTIS (IF) (FY04), capacity building for
WWTO accession

COUNTRIES IMPORTANT FOR THE REGION
Indonesia DTIS (FY04), trade arrangements

Capacity Building 
__._.Vietnam ntegration of trade into PRSP, capacity overty Reduction Support Credits (FY03/04)

building for WTO accession__ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

bekong Region Infrastructure Project (FY06)
OTHER COUNTRIES

Malaysia Investment Climate Assessment

Mongolia Integration of trade into PRPS and
Investment Chmate Assessment

Pacific Island States Follow-up to Regional Economnic Report
on trade

Papua New Guinea Highlands Highway (FY03)Philippines 
Diversified Farrn Income and Market Development
Project (FY05) (Project component on standards) (Crop
Diversification FY05)
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l AAA (ongoing and planned) | Principal Trade-Related OperationsCountries ESW/Capacity Building Under Implementation Planned
REGIONAL

G3DLN/country workshops disseminating
studies that analyze the innpact of trade
policy on poverty allevation (FY03)
(Canibodia, Laos, Vietnam and Mongolia)
Co0untry workshops disseniinating studies
hat analyze the irnpact of trade policy on
poverty alleviation (FY03) (Indonesia,

hina and Thailand)
EAP Regional Trade flagship, Asian
D_evelopment Forum

egional (Behind the kSEAN Plus capacity building initiative arine Electronic Highway Project (FY05)Border Agenda) I _ I
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Appendix 3A: Europe And Central Asia Region (ECA)

Background

The economies in the Europe and Central Asia region share some comnmon problems in
increasing their participation in the global economy, but there are significant differences across
countries:
* Most countries in Central and Eastern Europe, including the Baltics, and Turkey have
become well-integrated in the multilateral trading system. The countries of South Eastern
Europe are recovering from the disruptions caused by conflict in the region, which have directly
affected trade flows. While their trade regimes differ, all of these countries need to strengthen
institutions for trade policy and trade facilitation, and prepare for their future integration with the
European Union.

* Some of the other former Soviet Union (FSU) countnes have relatively liberal trade regimes
and are already members of the WTO (Kyrgyz Republic, Moldova, Georgia and Arnenia). The
main challenges for these countries involve resolution of regional issues (including transit
constraints), strengthening the capacity of trade-related institutions, and addressing fundamental
weaknesses in the private sector that constrain the response to trade liberalization efforts. Russia
has moved closer to WTO accession (expected in 2004) and has recently adopted a number of
reforns aimed at improving the investment climate.

. The momentum for market and trade reforns in some of the other FSU countries
(Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, and Ukraine) is less apparent. While their trade regimes are not
particularly restrictive, mixed relations with regional neighbors and weakness in the operations
of fundamental market institutions inhibit effective integration with global markets. These
problems, combined with persistent protective pressures, have delayed progress and accession to
the WTO.
* At the other extreme, several FSU countries have made little progress in integrating into the
world economy -- and indeed one or two may have regressed in recent years. Included in this
group are three Central Asian countries (Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan) and Belarus.
These countries have a long way to go in introducing market-oriented reforms and institutions as
well as the kind of trade liberalization needed for effective integration in the international
system. The prospects for significant trade expansion in the Central Asian countries are also
limited by their geographic isolation and difficulties in attracting foreign investment outside the
natural resources sectors.

Trade expansion offers hope for reviving post-independence economic growth and
bringing international price signals to bear on resource reallocation. But trade integration in
most ECA countries is inhibited by a complex set of problems, including the lack of institutional
capacity, poor governance, regional political and military conflicts, and the lack of a public-
private consensus for further structural reforms.

3 See also Constantine Michaelopolous, "The Integration of Transition Economies into the World Trading System",
1999.
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The recent WTO conference in Doha was generally considered a success, but it presents
WTO and multilateral and bilateral donors with a major challenge: to provide a coordinated
package of technical assistance to developing countries to help them build institutional and trade
negotiation capacity, integrate trade policies into overall development strategies, and address
trade-related poverty issues. The WTO has called for close cooperation with the Bank to
establish priorities and implement the post-Doha T.A. and capacity-building program. In doing
so, the Bank must continue to collaborate with other donors who are active on trade issues in the
region (e.g., AsDB, USAID, TACIS and DFID).

The ECA Trade Program

The ECA region's work program on trade focuses heavily on the low-income CIS
countries, where poverty reduction and growth depends critically on the expansion and
diversification of trade. The region also provides assistance to a number of client countries that
are candidates or will become candidates for EU accession. Another focus is Russia, given its
importance in the regional and global trade system.

As noted earlier, the trade agenda facing the ECA region varies across countries and
across country groupings. Broadly speaking, for the low income CIS-7 and Central Asian
countries, the most important constraints relate to "behind the border" (e.g., trade facilitation and
competitiveness) and unfinished liberalization issues, with different emphasis in the individual
country. Issues pertaining to preferential liberalization vis-A-vis the EU are more prominent for
accession countries in Central and Eastern Europe and the Baltics, as well as South Eastern
Europe and Turkey. For Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus the primary focus is on liberalization--
notably WTO accession issues for Russia and Ukraine --although "behind the border" constraints
are still important in all three.

In addition to this work program on trade, the ECA Region has also a broad program of
analytical activities on the Singapore issues - in particular policies and institutions for
competition and investment - in several countries. Assistance on specialized topics may be
especially interesting to the EU Accession countries.

CIS-7 And Central Asia

Trade diagnostic studies in the low-income CIS-7: As part of the Bank's expanded trade
agenda and with the support of the Global Public Goods Initiative, DFID and the Dutch
government, the ECA Region and PRMTR have initiated a series of trade diagnostic (TD)
studies for the seven low-income countries of the CIS. A first TD study, for Arrnenia, was
completed in FY02. We have initiated preparation of four additional trade diagnostic (TD)
studies for Azerbaijan, Georgia, the Kyrgyz Republic and Moldova, which will all be completed
over the course of the next twelve months. A further two TD studies for Tajikistan and
Uzbekistan will be completed by the end of FY04. Each study will be followed by a program of
dissemination events, e.g., workshops bringing together government authorities, other donors,
and private sector representatives to discuss the reports' recommendations and implementation.
The results of the diagnostic studies will serve as input into PRSPs (under preparation for each of
the CIS-7 countries) and Country Economic Memoranda/Growth Studies, as well as provide a
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basis for Bank and other donor interventions (e.g., adjustment operations and technical
assistance).

Other analvtical trade work in the CIS-7: There is a clear need for more focused, cross-
country studies covering specific trade-related issues in the CIS and in subsets of CIS countries.
One priority area for further dedicated analysis emerging from the early work on the TD studies
is the link between trade and poverty. Other examples include the implications of the WTO for
trade in services and public sector reform and work on economic integration in the Central Asian
and Caspian Basin sub-regions. Analytic work on actual and potential trade flows in Central
Asia is being considered as part of the FY04 regional studies work program. The objective of
the study to estimate the costs of existing trade barriers and analyze the possible impact of
increased regional intra-trade and/or further integration with global markets.

An overview paper on the challenges of global integration for the CIS-7 countries was
recently completed and presented at an intemational conference on the CIS-7 in January 2003.
The overview paper is being supplemented by a more quantitative study of competitiveness,
regional trade arrangements and market access in the CIS-7, expected to be completed in mid-
2003.

Transport and Trade Facilitation in the CIS-7: Six studies on trade, transport, and
telecommunications in the South Caucasus documented the high cost of transport and gaps in
basic infrastructure that inhibit trade and transit shipments. The reports were discussed at a
workshop in Tbilisi in June 2001, and ECSIE is currently providing support to implement the
recommendations in the three countries. A trade facilitation audit, quantifying the performance
of border agencies as perceived by users and border agency management, was conducted to
create incentives for change and a benchmark against which to measure improvement. There
also plans to support a regional training center in transport and logistics linked to existing
national centers, and a website to share information on trade and transport regulations in the
three countries. Trade facilitation diagnostic work for the Central Asian republics has been
completed more recently, and more detailed work on customs and border agencies in Central
Asia has been initiated. Future work is expected to focus on the main transport corridors--
Traceca, Russia and the southern belt corridor of access to the sea (Iran/Afghanistan)-as well as
the routes east to China (the new Silk Road). The model for much of this work is provided by
the experiences and lessons derived from the Bank's involvement in the South-east Europe TTF
program (which includes Moldova). Key aspects include the importance of
cooperation/coordination with other donors and capacity-building.

In cooperation with IFC and other donors, the Bank is expanding its technical assistance
for export and investment facilitation to the CIS-7, with a view to helping upgrade capabilities of
local companies to penetrate new markets. This work is expected to lead to identification of
further TA needs. A first operation of this type (a LIL for the Armenia Development Agency)
was recently approved. We are exploring the case for one or more regional facilitation facilities.
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EU Accession Candidate Countries

In collaboration with the European Commission, the ECA Region has provided support
to Central European countries preparing for accession to the European Union. This support is
essentially analytical and conducted in the context of broader ESW work, e.g., the recent paper
for the Slovak Republic prepared for a DPR. We expect to continue using this approach to
address key trade and other similar issues in the advanced accession countries.

South Eastern Eurove And Turkey

The Economic Policy and Prospects Group recently completed a major study on Turkey
in the global economy, prepared under the auspices of a forthcoming CEM. Significant
analytical work on trade issues has also been undertaken for South Eastern Europe, including
five country studies on trade policies and institutions. A regional report based on these studies
outlines outstanding policy and implementation challenges, from the perspective of European
integration. The Bank's policy dialogue also includes trade issues such as the potential tensions
between EU and WTO requirements for sequencing tariff reforms. A study on the Common
Agricultural Policy is being considered for FY04.

Russia And Ukraine

The Bank is actively involved in Russia providing technical assistance on WTO
accession issues. Bank support for trade facilitation is also being provided through our public
sector institutional development/capacity-building projects-e.g., the recently approved Russia
Customs Development Project. Bank support for trade integration in Russia will continue to
focus on technical assistance for WTO accession. Specific topics include the impact of WTO
accession on the telecommunications industry; the "dual pricing" of energy issue (which
threatens to derail Russia's accession to the WTO); estimates of the cost of WTO accession
using a general equilibrium model; estimates of the tariff equivalent of non-tariff barriers to trade
in the service sector; and coverage of trade issues in the FY03 Development Policy Review.
Similar technical assistance on WTO accession is underway in Ukraine. Future work could also
be directed towards understanding better the implications for Ukraine of EU expansion and
Russia's accession to the WTO.

Some of the work in Russia is expected to have important spin-off benefits for other FSU
countries, notably the development of a Russian language Global Distance Learning Course on
WTO accession and the translation of the Handbook on Development, Trade and the WTO into
Russian (available on the internet).

The Bank office in Geneva has recruited a full-time staff member to work on WTO
relations and monitor the WTO accession process for key countries (Russia, Ukraine, and
Yugoslavia).
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Constraints

The Bank's role in the post-Doha agenda of technical assistance to client countries focuses
on broad trade strategies, sector-specific policy and institutional reforms, linking trade strategies
with PRSPs in low-income countries, and in selected cases, technical assistance related to very
specific WTO accession issues. Regional trade and economic integration issues are becoming
increasingly important in the Caspian Basin and Central Asia (including the Balkans and the
Central CIS countries), especially in the context of developments in Afghanistan, and more
generally in the region as regional trade agreements proliferate. The ECA region is strongly
committed to this broad trade agenda, although these demands necessarily compete for resources
in the Region and put heavy demands on ECA's limited staff expertise in trade.

Until recently, the ECA region's strategy for addressing the expanding trade agenda has
been to rely on the country economist complement supplemented by specialists from PRMTR
and DECRG. Recently, we appointed two ECSPE economists to serve as part-time regional
trade coordinators, but additional resources (equivalent to 1/2 full-time GH staff) above and
beyond WPA-financing, will be required to make this arrangement effective. We will continue
to draw on PRMTR and other central units for technical support and specialized trade skills.
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l AAA (ongoing and planned) Principal Trade-Related OperationsCountries ESW/Caacit Buildin Under Implementation Planned

ON ACCOUNT OF GLOBAL AGENDA
Russia A on WTO accession, Coverage of trade issues in FY03 Russia Custom Development Project (FY03)DPR, Global Distance Leaning Course on WTO Accession in

Russian __--
COUNTRIES IMPORTANT FOR THE REGION
Armenia DTIS (FY02) Structural Adjustmnent Credit (FY0 1)

Armenia - Trade Facilitation Dialogue oreign Investment and Export Facilitation
roject (FY02)

Azerbaijan DTIS (FY03) gbway Project (FY01)
Georgia DTIS (FY03) tructural Reforrm Support Project (FY99) Trade Facilitation Project

Kyrgyz Republic DTIS (FY04) Private Enterprise Support Project (FY95)
Consolidation Structural Adjustment Credit

______________ _ _______________________________________ P_ roject (FY 01)
Moldova DTIS (FY04) 

Moldova Trade and Transport
Facilitation in Southeastern
Europe (Pipeline)

Tajlkistan DTIS (FY04) Structural Adjustment Credit Project (FY01)
urkey Public Financial Management Project (FY96)

Industrial Technology Loan Project (FY99)
Export Finance Intermediation Loan Project

gricultural Reform Implementation Project
_______________ 0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2)

Uzbekistan TIS (FY04)
OTHER COUNTRIES

Albama Durres Port Project (FY98)
Agriculture Services Project (FY01)
Trade and Transport Facilitation in Southeast
Europe Project (FY01) -_I

Bosnia- nterpnse Export Faciity Project (FY99) Small Scale CommercialHerzcgovina Trade and Transport Facilitation in Southeas Agriculture Development
Europe Project (FY01) Project
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| AAA (ongoing and planned) Principal Trade-Related OperationsCountries j ESW/Capacity Building Under Implementation Planned

Bulgaria rade and Transport Facilitation m Southeast
Europe Project (FY00)

Croatia Trade and Transport Facilitation m Southeast
urope Project (FY01)

Estonia Transport Project (FY00)
Kazakhstan _lectncity Transmission Rehabilitation

___ __ __ __ ___ __ __ __ ___ __ __ _ ___ P_ roject (FY00)
Lithuania S_ tructural Adjustment Loan Project (FY0 1)
Macedonia, FYR Trade and Transport Facilitation in Southeast

______________ E__________________________________________ urope Project (FY01) _Project(_F_O
Romanima Trade and Transport Facihtation in Southeast

_____________________________________________ Europe Project (FY00)
mkraine TA on WTO accession, coverage of trade issues on FY03 Export Development Project (FY97)

DPR, study on Implications of EU expansion (FY04)
Yugoslavia, FDR Trade and Transport Facilitation in Southeas Yugoslavia Export Financ

_______________ __ _________________________ _____________ [E_ urope Project (FY02) Facilitation Project (FY03)REGIONAL

Institutional Reform for Investrnent and Growth in
Southeastem Europe
CIS-7 Countries Development Policies
Cross-country studies for the CIS-7 countries (or subset
thereof) covering specific trade-related issues including
linkages between trade and poverty
Follow-up of earlier diagnostic work and workshops on trade,
tranport and telecornmunications in the South Caucasus
Implications of the WTO for trade in services and public
sector reforni; and on economlic integration In the Central
Asian and Caspian Basin sub-regions
Detailed work on custorns and border agencies in Central Asia
Expansion of technical assistance for export and investment
facilitation to CIS-7 (with IFC and other donors) to help
upgrade capabilities of local companies to penetrate new
makets; this work is expected to lead to identification of
______ er T.A. needs



ADDendix 3B: EuroRe and Central Asia Ee2ion (ECA) Table of Trade Activities
AAA (ongoing and planned) Principal Trade-Related Operations

Countries ESW/Capacity Building Under Implementation Planned
Trade Integration and Constraints for Competitiveness of the
Low-Income CIS Countries
Workshops at the Joint Vienna Institute with the participants
from transition economies in both EAP and ECA
Contribution to conference to highhght the importance of
rade policy for poverty alleviation and the PRSP process
Annema, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Moldova, Kyrgyz Repubhc,
Iajikistan, Uzbekistan)
CIS-7 Lucerne Conference/ Background Paper on Trade
( FY03), presented in January 2003
Central Asia Regional Trade Study (FY04) will assess the
costs for the region as a whole of existing trade barriers and
possible impact of mcreased intra-regional trade versus
greater integration with global markets

Regional - upport for a regional traunng center in transport and logistics
Transport uture work to focus on mam transport corridors - Traceca,

ussia and southern belt corridor of access to the sea
Iran/Afghanistan) and routes east to China (the new Silk

ECA Transport Sector Strategy, Trade Facilitation in South
Caucasus, SEE Trade Policy Support, Trade and Transport
Facilitation in Central Asia
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Appendix 4A: Latin America And Caribbean Region (LCR)

LCR's work on trade has increased since FY01, triggered by country interest in the
benefits of further integration and by the international trade agenda that was agreed to during the
Doha round of trade talks. The major pieces of AAA trade work that have been completed or are
well underway cover Brazil and Mexico as well as an analysis of the policy lessons from
NAFTA. Trade work has already started for Central America. Next fiscal year is likely to see
new AAA underway for the Caribbean. Together, these major pieces account for a significant
increase in regional trade work compared to the work that had been conducted during several
years prior to FY01. This Annex provides a strategic view of progress on the regional work in
trade. The first section indicates its main objectives. The second section covers the main issues
and challenges. The third section describes the instruments used for addressing the challenges.
The fourth section indicates the role of the different countries in the regional strategy. The
annex concludes with an assessment of constraints to implementation.

I. Main Objectives For Trade In The Region.

LCR trade work is predicated on the premise that international trade can have an
important development impact, as reflected in growth, human and physical capital, technology,
institutions and many of the other dimensions of devclopment and correlates of growth. The
existing econometric evidence shows a correlation of openness with growth in cross country
regressions. Specifically, a recent study of growth in Latin America study concluded that
economic growth increases with improvements in a set of structural policies that includes trade
openncss.1 The same study emphasizes that "...it is productivity growth and not capital
accumulation that lies behind the major shifts in per-capita output growth in the last decades in
Latin America and the Caribbean": It is expected that trade openness in Latin America will
continue to contribute to growth through a revitalization of natural resource-based exports
(where there remains a considerable revealed comparative advantage), intra-industry trade,
investment, and technological change.

As in other parts of the world, trade opening in Latin America is determined by a mix of
multilateral disciplines, regional and bilateral agreements, and unilateral measures. Based on the
premise stated before, LCR's objectives for trade are: (i) at the regional level, to help maximize
the development impact of regional/bilateral agreements and minimize their exclusionary effects,
thus making them complementary to the multilateral process; and (ii) at the country level, to
promote trade integration as a core element of development strategies in selected countries.
These objectives respond to the MDG of eradicating extreme poverty and hunger because trade's
positive effects on growth will help reduce poverty. The stated LCR objectives also respond to
the realization that Latin America has a significant scope for trade policies aimed at addressing
unfinished liberalization, preferential liberalization, "behind the border" issues and the
distributional impacts of trade. Due to the nature of existing trade arrangements, which include
both regional agreements and individual policies, these issues have both regional and individual
country dimensions. The following paragraphs describe the progress and challenges in the
different areas.
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II. LCR Trade Issues And Challenges

Latin America has shown some progress in trade openness. Between 1990 and 2000,
imports increased from 12% to 18% of GDP. Nevertheless, openness remains low when
compared with other regions except South Asia. Constraints to further openness include trade
restrictions, behind-the-border restrictions and political economy considerations. The following
paragraphs discuss these briefly. We first take stock of unfinished liberalization, then discuss the
region's complex integration framework, then discuss behind-the-border issues, and conclude by
bringing the distributional impact of trade into the picture.

Unfinished Liberalization

Existing tariff levels and dispersion are good indicators of unfinished trade liberalization
in goods. On the average, there was progress in reducing tariffs and NTBs, albeit with some
reversals in the second half of the 1990s. The average ad-valorem tariff declined from about 26%
in 1986 to 10% in 1999. Tariff dispersion declined during the same period, with the standard
deviation today generally below 10% and in two cases (Bolivia, Peru) at around 2% (Chile's
tariff is uniform at 9%). Remaining tariff protection accounts for particularly high effective rates
of protection in processed agricultural goods and manufactured goods. Some reversals have
occurred, as illustrated by the median tariff on imports of manufactures, which was higher in
1999 than in 1990 in Mexico, Colombia, Argentina, and Ecuador. Reversals may have been
triggered by deteriorating macroeconomic conditions in the late 1990s. The percentage of tariff
positions with NTBs declined from 18.3% in 1989-1994 to 8% in 1995-1998. Unfinished
liberalization is also indicated by a relatively high share (compared to major trading partners) of
antidumping initiations per dollar of imports in some countries. To some extent, unfinished
liberalization continues to reflect the vocal politics of protected industries and the relatively more
silent trade politics of potential winners from liberalization: consumers and exporters. LCR has
done considerable work on import policies, chiefly in trade reports or general AAA.

Tariffs, NTBs, and other trade policies trigger trade processing requirements that have
been reportedly costly, although firm data is not available. Existing estimates are that customs
and import formalities cost anywhere from 2% to 5% of imports. These costs will be higher in
the more complex trade policy regimes. In Latin America, the costs associated with foreign
exchange transactions, customs clearance have been at times quite high, although they may have
been a transition to lower costs with the more liberal trade and foreign exchange regimes. An
example of this transition is provided by Jamaica's export process, where the objective of
collecting infornation and enforcing prohibitions was achieved through export clearance at a
single point, risk based selective inspection, and transparent procedures. Clearance time was
reduced from 2 to 3 days to 10-20 minutes. This reduction in time and costs describes the policy
objective that should be sought in trade facilitation. LCR's strategy is to advice and advocate its
clients on trade facilitation. This issue will become increasingly important with the increased
demand for port and customs security. The recent trade study for Brazil includes advice on
simplification of the main administrative, customs, and foreign exchange processes for exports.

Unfinished trade liberalization in services is more difficult to capture due to statistical
limitations and the lack of diagnostic studies. Services trade are classified in four modes, as
follows:
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* Cross-border supply (Mode 1, including transportation of goods and people and trading of
financial services), which depends on transportation regulations and the quality of transportation
infrastructure. A study for Brazil reveals pervasive regulations in transportation;

* Consumption from abroad (Mode 2, chiefly tourism), has virtually no border restrictions, but
it is adversely affected by behind-the-border constraints (chiefly lack of safety) in some LCR
countries;

* Commercial Presence for service delivery (Mode 3, direct investment to supply services such
as telecommunications, electricity and finance) depends largely on investment regulations and
the investment climate, which varies significantly across LCR countries. In Brazil, for example,
the telecommunications sector is a frontrunners in liberalization, along with distribution services;

* Presence of Natural Persons (Mode 4, e.g. construction services) depends on regulations
covering employment of foreigners. The cited study for Brazil indicates some restrictions in this
area (e.g., a minimum ratio of two Brazilian nationals to three employees).

Preferential Liberalization

As in other regions, the current trade integration approach in Latin America combines
bilateral, regional, multilateral, and unilateral arrangements. Customs Unions in this "spaghetti
bowl" include Mercosur, Aladi, the Andean Pact, the Central American Common Market, the
Caribbean Common Market, and the North American Free Trade Agreement (See Figure 1).
More over, there is a link to Asia through APEC, which includes Mexico, Peru and Chile among
its members. The trends towards bilateral country agreements and agreements between regional
agreements and other arrangements or countries reflect the new US implicit strategy of
developing these agreements (e.g., with Chile, CAFTA) and are exemplified more broadly by the
following developments (as quoted from Oxford Analytica):

* Mexico now has one of the most extensive networks of free-trade agreements (FTAs) of any
nation, with eleven accords giving preferential access to the markets of 32 countries with a total
of 860 million consumers. In addition to NAFTA, the most important accords are those with the
EU (in effect since mid-2000), the European Free Trade Area (mid-2001), Colombia and
Venezuela (1995) and Chile (1992). An FTA has also been in force since 2000 with Israel.
Largely as a result of these trade accords, total merchandise trade (exports plus imports)
increased by nearly 300% between 1990 and 2001.

* In September 25 (2002), US President George Bush declared three of the Andean countries --
Peru, Colombia and Bolivia -- eligible to receive the benefits of the Andean Trade Preferences
and Drug Eradication Act (ATPDEA). (ATPDEA replaces the former Andean Trade
Preferences Act (ATPA) which expired on December 4, 2001 (see LADB. November 8. 2001, I
). Whereas ATPA covered some 6,000 trade items, ATPDEA widens the number of goods that
can enter the US market on preferential terms. In particular, it covers apparel made either of US
inputs or manufactured with locally produced inputs).

A preferential tariff agreement between Brazil and the Andean Community of Nations (CAN:
Venezuela, Colombia, Peru, Ecuador and Bolivia) was signed on July 3, 1999 following three
months of bilateral negotiations.
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Figure 1 The Spaghetti Bowl:
Trade Agreements Signed and Under Negotiation in the Americas
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Source: IADB, "The Spaghetti Bowl of Trade Liberalization", in Latin American Economic Policies, Vol. 19,
2002, P.2
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The broadest possible regional agreement in Latin America is of course the Free Trade
Agreement for the Americas (FTAA), an initiative that was proposed by the US during the
Summit for the Americas in 1994. FTAA negotiations were formally launched in April 1998. In
2001, 34 participating countries agreed to start market access negotiations on May 15, 2002 that
would be concluded no later than January 2005, with entry into force no later than December
2005. The talks were given added momentum with the passage of trade promotion authority
legislation in the United States earlier that year. Nevertheless, political and economic instability,
resistance from Brazil, and US reluctance to negotiate farm subsidy reductions outside of WTO,
remain key obstacles to progress in this agreement.

As a general matter, agreements can be positive in that they increase access and
economies of scale. But they can also be negative in that they distort flows of goods and
technology away from the best sources. The evidence on the contribution of these agreements to
efficient trade is mixed. Since the agreements are a fact of life in the existing integration
framework, LCR's strategy has been to provide analyses of their contribution to development.
This is being the case with the studies for Brazil, Mexico, NAFTA, and Central America.

Behind The Border Issues

These include:

* Protection of Intellectual Property, which has a bearing on technology transfers, and also on
how it affects innovation, growth, prices, and competition. The TRIPS (Trade Related
Intellectual Property Rights) agreement under WTO covers agreements to strengthen the
major intellectual property rights. It is of considerable relevance to LCR, particularly with
regard to pharmaceuticals, biotechnology and information technology. Other intellectual
property protection issues, of relevance to LCR countries, arise form the region's endowment
of genetic resources and traditional knowledge. No trade related work has been completed in
this area in LCR.

* Discrimination against foreign suppliers in the different stages of government procurement
(tendering, evaluation, choice and challenge). The Bank has of course followed procurement
policies as part of its preparation of all projects. Moreover, a number ofLCR projects cover
assistance to improve the procurement framework, with a direct bearing on measures to
neutralize discrimination againstforeign suppliers.

* Products Standards: the issue is on how to have these address their legitimate social
objectives (e.g., public health) while avoiding their use merely for trade protection. The
relevance for LCR is on both the issuing and the receiving end. The Foot and Mouth disease
project in Uruguay is an example of what is being done in the receiving end of product
standards, as a means to protect export access to other countries.

* Discrimination against foreign investors in investment policies. This issue has of course been
a matter of significant attention in LCR work, particularly as countries liberalized their
regimes to attract foreign investment in infrastructure services, a key requirement for
commercial presence in the area of trade in services. LCR 's work in this area cover several
lending and AAA projects in support ofprivatization programs and more recently AAA in the
related area of services trade.
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* Competition Policies: In some cases business practices affect intemational trade, by
restraining competition, access to markets, or fostering monopolistic control. These would
undermine or limit, for example, the impact of tariff and NTB reductions on effective
competition. LCR work has included projects as well as several instances of AAA advice with
regard to the design of competition laws.

* Labor Standards aimed at protecting labor's basic rights, civic rights, survival rights, security
rights.

* Environmental regulations, covering both the effects of environmental measures on trade and
the effects of trade on environrmental performance. LCR covers the potential effects of trade
on environmental performance as part of its safeguard measures regarding Bank projects.

* Judicial system and non-transparency of decision making, affecting particularly trade in
services that requires physical presence

* Infrastructure regulation, affecting logistics and operating costs.

Distributional Impacts Of Trade

A possible trade-off of liberalization policies emerges with increases in inequality as wage
dispersion increases (wages tend to be higher in the more trade-exposed sectors) and
unemployment rises for specific groups in the short-term. On the other hand, formality tends to
be higher in tradable sectors. These raise the policy issue of the appropriate design of
compensation mechanisms for affected disadvantaged workers. LCR's work in this regard is
linked to its work on safety nets, not specifically related to trade policy disturbances, but to any
disturbance which may bring workers to unemployment or very low incomes.

Another key issue is whether increased trade will, in the longer run, reduce poverty either
through growth or increased equity. Regional work in LCR has addresses the impact of trade on
wages. Work on Mexico, Brazil and NAFTA trade policies have also covered this issue. In
particular, work on Brazil developed a method to allocate income gains across income groups.
To help address these challenges, the region is (i) conducting diagnostic work of a regional
perspective aimed at sharing knowledge with our client countries and providing part of the
analytical basis for advisory activities and lending operations; and (b) conducting AAA and
lending operations which respond to demand or other opportunities for impact identified at the
country level.

III. Main Instruments Being Used By The Region

To help address these challenges, the region is (i) conducting diagnostic work of a
regional perspective aimed at sharing knowledge with our client countries and providing part of
the'analytical basis for advisory activities and lending operations; and (ii) conducting AAA and
lending operations which respond to demand or other opportunities for impact identified at the
country level.

Appendix 4B presents the main AAA or lending operations that are being used by LCR to
advance the trade agenda. The main instrument being used thus far is AAA. As discussed in the
previous section, AAA tasks in Brazil, Mexico/NAFTA, NAFTA, and Central America are the
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most salient thus far. Similar work will start for the Caribbean and possibly for the Southern
Cone countries to be completed in FY04. The objective of these tasks is to advice authorities on
their trade policy options. The most advanced is Brazil's, where at this point the report is being
discussed with the new authorities. Key issues covered by this report are I) the gains from
alternative integration options; ii) measures to facilitate exports; and iii) the role of international
services trade negotiations in improving access to foreign markets and enhancing the value of
overall trade reforms.

The Mexico/NAFTA and NAFTA reports will be completed this fiscal year. The
Mexico/NAFTA report will assess the impact of NAFTA on Mexico's convergence to income
levels of its northern neighbors, the synchronization of Mexico's fluctuations to those of its
NAFTA partners, Mexico's remaining trade barriers, NAFTA's impact on integration of
Mexico's factor markets in the world economy, and the role of Mexico's conditions for
innovation in its capacity for catching up with the higher incomes of its neighbors. The NAFTA
report will assess the impact of NAFTA on excluded countries. The Central America Report will
assess the potential impact of a Central American agreement with the US on Central American
countries. In the Caribbean region, future work is likely to respond to demand on a number of
issues, including preferential treatment for small states, the potential tradeoff between TRIPS and
the management of HIV/AIDs (which is critical in the Caribbean), the adequate pace and/or
sequencing of increasing openness, and capacity building in trade negotiations. Otherwise, AAA
trade work is included as part of broader reports (CEMs, Policy Notes/DPRs, Investment
Climate) covering Jamaica, Ecuador, Bolivia, Peru, Venezuela, Paraguay, Uruguay, El Salvador,
Guatemala, Nicaragua and Honduras (in addition to the regional ESW) and the OECS
(Organization of Eastem Caribbean States).

Key lending to support trade reform includes one projected adjustment operation for
Brazil that will include reform of trade logistics, a technical assistance operation for Panama that
includes components to support trade reform, and institutional capacity and implementation of
the competition, consumer protection, and unfair trade policy law. Other lending includes active
small competitiveness projects in Guatemala, Nicaragua and El Salvador and another one in the
pipeline for Honduras. These projects support various regulatory and microeconomic initiatives
to improve competitiveness. Future (FY04) financial support for training/capacity building is
possible for the Caribbean and Central America. Other trade-related projects are summarized in
Table 1 of this Appendix. These are projects that support investments (e.g., roads) in one way or
another have a bearing on trade or on the investment climate.

IV. Role Of Countries In LCR's Countries In Regional Strategy

This section identifies LCR countries that fit into the following categories:

1) countries that are important in the global trading system:

2) countries that are eligible for the Integrated Framework and are likely to qualify for it in the
foreseeable future; and

3) countries that are important for the Region for various reasons, including the demonstration
effects they have on other countries in the Region.

4) Regional Trading Arrangements of special significance in the Region:
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Appendix 4A Table 1: LCR - Other Projects that Address Trade-elated Issues

TRADE POLICIES

Arca Prof Countries Covered

Tariffs/NTBs 6 Guyana
Transport Infrastructure 5 Bolivia, Honduras, Nicaragua, Uruguay
Trade Facilitation 1 Ecuador
Competition Policies 1 Panama
Fito-sanitary Standards 1 Uruguay
Tourism 2 Argentmna, Dominican Republic
Export Development 9 Argentina, Mexico, Uruguay, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Guatemala

Technology Diffusion I Brazil, Uruguay

INVESTMENT CLIMATE

#of
Area Projects Counties Covered

Macroeconomic Management 16 Argentina, Brazil, Bolivia, Colombia, Mexico, Nicaragua,
Guatemala, St. Vmcent and the Grenadines, Guyana

Other Econonic Management I Colombia
Debt management and fiscal 7 St. Vincent and the Grenadines, Venezuela, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile,
substainability Colombia, Ecuador
Regulation and Competition 20 Argentina, Brazil, Bolivia, Colombia, Dominican rep, Ecuador, El

Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, Guatemala, Guyana
State enterprise/bank restructuring and 33 Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador, Guyana, Mexico,
privatization Nicaragua, Panama, Peru, Trnidad and tobago, Grenada, St. Kitts

& Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent & the Grenadmes, and
Coomnionwealth of Domirica, Paraguay, Uruguay

Municipal Governnance and Institution 22 Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Chile, Ecuador, Guatemala,
building Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Peru, Venezuela

Ifrstructure Services for Pnvate Sector 23 gentina, Belize, Bolivia, Brazil, Dominica, Panama, Trinidad
Development and Tobago, Uruguay,

Grenada, St. Kitts & Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent & the
Grenadines, and Commonwealth of Dominica

Other Financial and Private sector 36 Argentina, Belize, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Domumca,
Development Ecuador, El salvador, Grenada, Mexico

Guatemala, Guyana, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, St. Lucia,
Uruguay, Dominican rep

Small and Medium Enterprise Support 9 Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Brazil, Guatemala
Personal and Property Rights 4 Nicaragua, Panama, Bolivia, Guatemala
Rural Markets 3 Mexico, El Salvador, Guatemala

Standards and Financial Reporting 8 Mexico, Nicaragua, Argentna, Bolivia, Brazil, Guatemala

Corporate Governance 2 Colombia, Nicaragua
Rural Non-Farm Income Generation 8 Mexico, Paraguay, Peru, Bolivia, Honduras
Other Rural Development 14 Argentina, Brazit, Mexico, Colombia, Honduras, Costa Rica,

Nicaragua, Panama, Peru, Uruguay

Other Urban development 28 Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Guyana,
Mexico, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, Venezuela

Rural Policies and Institutions 12 Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Ecuador, Honduras, Mexico, Peru,
ranama Paraguay

Source: World Bank Project File
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Table 2 of this Appendix ranks LCR Appendix 4A Table 2: Latin America: Exports of
countries by the value of exports in the year goods and services (current US$)
2000. Brazil ranks the second highest in Year 2000
terms of export levels. Brazil, in addition to Mexico 1.80E+1I Panama 3.28E+09
being a sizable exporter, plays a leading role Brazil 6.42E+10 Honduras 2.5 1E+09
in Mercosur and will be important in Venezuela 3.45E+10 Paraguay 1.52E+09
potential trading arrangements with other Argentina 3.07E+10 Bolivia 1.45E+09
blocs. We are placing Brazil in the first Chile 2.25E+10 Barbados 1.32E+09
category ("Countries that are important in Colombia 1.78E+lO Guyana 6.85E+08
the global trading system") of focus country. Peru 8.55E+09 Haiti 4.94E+08
Haiti is the only LCR country that is eligible Antigua and
for the integrated framework (which it Costa Rica 7.67E+09 Barbuda 4.57E+08
already did under the old EF scheme) DominicanNAlreAd didaunderthe oldTA are shem)i Republic 5.86E+09 St. Lucia 3.94E+08
NAFTA and CAFTA are regional Ecuador 5.77E+09 Belize 3.85E+08
arrangements of special significance that Trinidad and
merit special attention because they both obago 4 78E+09 Grenada 2.36E+08
play and important role in the global trading St. Vincent

system. and the
ruguay 3.87E+09 Grenadines 1.78E+08

V. Main Constraints To Implementation Of St. Kitts and
Trade Strategy Guatemala 3.80E+09 evis 1.63E+08

El Salvador 3.64E+09 Suriname 1.45E+08

The strategy outlined above aims at Jamaica 3.3 1E+09 Dominica 1.37E+08
maximizing the development impact of Source: The World Bank (SIMA)
integration and promoting integration in core countries. The strategy responds to LCR's
unfinished liberalization, the trends in its regional agreements, behind-the-border constraints, and
the distributional impacts of trade. It involves selecting countries that seek the Bank's advice on
trade policy options, conducting the appropriate analytical work, and supporting implementation
of trade policies. Both the demand and the supply of instruments to implement this strategy are
somehow constrained. Demand for analytical work and lending is constrained by country policy
agendas. Nevertheless, this constraint is likely to diminish if trade reforms gain momentum as a
result of multilateral or individual country developments. LCR's role in this regard is to
regionally advocate trade reforrns as important policies to accelerate growth and development
and to identify opportunities for promoting reforms at the country level. Together, these
developments and efforts have resulted in a sequence of AAA assistance that began with work in
Brazil, followed by ongoing work in Mexico and Central America, to be followed by work in the
Caribbean.

On the supply side, LCR always needs to make choices to accommodate to budget,
financial, and human resource constraints in responding to the various demand from its client
countries as well as to needs for core diagnostic work. The region has a set of "trade-literate"
economists that are prepared to manage trade projects with the help of specialists from the center
and consultants. At times, these resources will need to be deployed to other areas as a function
of the configuration of country demands. Thus far, LCR has responded to the demands it faces
for trade-related work and expects to respond to future demands as they come (e.g., in the
Caribbean). As trade policy implementation deepens, the mix of assistance could become more
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concentrated in lending in response to capacity building efforts and adjustment policies at the
country level. At that point, LCR may need to be selective in response to lending envelope
constraints.
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Apvendix 4B: Latin America and Caribbean Region (LCR) Table of Trade Activities
AAA Principal Trade-related Operations

Countries ESW/Capacity Buildin Under Implementation Planned
ON ACCOUNT OF GLOBAL AGENDA

Trade Policies: Integration Strategies, Trade in Services, Trade Component ofExport Policies (Dissemination and Discussion) Competitiveness PSECAL'TAL
Brazil I__________________Dynamic and longer term impacts of

rContribute one session and 5 discussants for one-week trade mtegration (FY04)
distance learning event covering the WTO Agreements
_organized by the legal department

OTHER COUNTRIES
Export Performance (Part of Sources of Growth Study and
DPR)

Argentina Trade Integration Strategies in Goods and Services (FY04)
Domestic Support for Trade Integration/Liberalization
(FY04)

Trade Policy (Policy Note) Possible trade and competitiveness
Bolivia Investment Climate Assessment (FY04) project

Comnpetitiveness Study (FY04)
Colombia Public Fmancial Management Project (02) (FYO I)

Trade and Comnpetitivencss Note (informal note being

ominican Republic prepared as background for CAS Progress Report)Trade and Competitiveness Review (currently planned as
inforrmal analytical piece) (FY04) _
Trade Policy (Policy Note) International Trade and Integration Project (FY98) Possible trade and competitivenessEcuador Investment Climate Assessment (FY04) project
Competitiveness Study (FY04)

El Salvador Competitiveness Enhancement Technical
Assistance Project (FY96)

Guatemala Comnpetitiveness Project (FY01)
Road Reconstruction and Improvement Project Competitiveness Project (FY04)
(FY01) IDF for Capacity Building to

onduras Promote Participation in Trade of
Small and Medium Enterprises

--__ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ (FY04)



Appendix 4B: Latin America and Caribbean Region (LCR) Table of Trade Activities
AAA Principal Trade-related Operations

Countries iESW/Capacity Building Under Implementation [ Planned
Jamaica CEM (Growth and Competitiveness)

Impact of NAFTA (FY03)
Mexico Impact of NAFTA on Development of Mexaco's Regions

(FY03 part of Southern Development Strategy)

Nicaragua Competitiveness Learmng and Innovation Project
__caragua_____Y (FY02)

CEM (Growth and Competitiveness Study) (FY04) OECS Catastrophe Risk
OECS Management and Insurance Reform

Project
Public Policy Reform Technical AssistancePanama Project (FY02)

Paraguay Trade Policy (part of policy notes)

Peru Investment Climate Assessment Possible trade and conmpetitivenessConpetitiveness Study (FY04) project
Sources of Growth Study Foot and Mouth Disease Emergency Recoveryruguay Pro ect (FY02)

Venezuela Trade Policy (Part of Sources of Growth Study) .
REGIONAL

Lesson of NAFTA (FY03)
Integration of Central American FTA with US (FY04) Follow up with possible support mn

trade capacity building and/or behind
the border issues
Follow up with possible support in

Caribbean Inpact of WTO and Regional Trade Arrangements (FY04) trade capacity building and/or behind
the border issues
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Appendix 5A: Middle East and North Africa Region (MENA)

Main Objectives

Slow growth, high unemployment and low productivity are critical aspects of the
development challcnge in the MENA region. Hence, the main objective of our regional trade
program is to use global integration as a means for enhancing growth, expanding jobs and
increasing productivity. To achieve greater global integration, the program calls for joint
liberalization of trade in goods and services, involving much freer flows of labor and capital than
has hitherto been the case.

The region has considerable potential to expand trade and investment links with the rest
of the world. During the 1 990s, while world trade grew at almost 8 percent, MENA's trade grew
at only 3 percent. Over the same period, the region attracted a negligible share of foreign direct
investment. Gravity models suggest that its non-oil exports are one-third and its manufacturing
sector imports threc-quarters the level that would be expected from considerations of location
and income. Similarly, the potential to increase foreign direct investment is four times higher
than actual inflows recorded during the 1990s.

Main Issucs

Unfinished Liberalization

Despite some liberalizing efforts since the mid-1980s, the MENA region continues to
have the world's second highest level of tariff and non-tariff barriers. For example, weighted
average tariff rates in the region stand at 17 percent compared to 12.5 percent for lower middle-
income countries (and lower only than South Asia among world regions). Non-tariff protection,
when measured as the number of tariff lines that have at least one non-tariff barrier, stands at 16
percent for the region compared to 13 percent for lower middle-income countries. In addition,
several MENA countries have experienced significant episodes of exchange rate overvaluation in
recent decades. In light of this combination of policies, it is not surprising that MENA has failed
to participate in the rapid expansion of world trade during the past two decades. Further
liberalization of trade in goods will continue to be an important part of the development agenda.

So will the liberalization of services. International experience suggests that better quality
and lower cost of backbone services (such as transport, ICT services, finance) and importamt
production inputs (such as electricity), hold a key role in reducing the cost of exporting and
strengthening linkages with global production networks. Regulatory reforms that inject more
competition in markets for services and network industries are, in turn, instrumental in forcing
operators to improve efficiency and pass on the lower production costs to users. In addition to its
benefits for trade, liberalization in services can create more investment opportunities for the
domestic private sector and help attract more job-creating foreign investment as well (since the
delivery of many services requires local presence). Stepped up investment can offset the short-
term adjustment costs stemming from the reduction of protection of import-competing industries.
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Despite recent initiatives, MENA is far from a situation where services can play a
substantial role in the promotion of trade and investment. Indeed, at present, the regulatory
constraints and efficiency levels that characterize the services sectors in MENA are substantial
impediments to trade and investment. This is the case, for example, with the transport sector that
provides freight services at a cost that is significantly higher than in other regions. It is also the
case with the telecommunications sector, which continues to provide services of lower quality
and higher cost than in other regions at comparable levels of income.

Behind The Border Issues

Integration is not only a function of trade barriers and macroeconomic policy. It involves
a prior phase of investment supply response that is influenced not only by border price signals
but also by a host of "behind the border" factors that affect the domestic costs of production.
Among such factors are regulatory policies that impede competition, typically reflected in high
administrative barriers to entry, restrictions on foreign trade and investment, tolerance of
business cartels, and monopoly privileges given to public enterprises. Also relevant are
measures and policies that affect the cost and performance of infrastructure services that are
important to the functioning of businesses, services such as ports, customs and transport.

MENA suffers from numerous restrictions on trade and investment, significant barriers to
entry, high levels of involvement of public enterprises in economic activities, and high costs of
business support services. Together, these features have three inter-related effects. First, they
depress import and export trade. It is reported that processes such as customs clearance,
certification of conformity with local standards, and transshipment regulations add almost 11
percent to the costs of trade in the MENA region, partly in the form of official fees and partly in
the form of bribes. In other words, such costs increase protection by more than 50 percent.
Second, they significantly increase the costs of setting up and operating businesses in the region,
thereby depressing domestic and foreign investment. Third, they have a disproportionately
discouraging effect on the set up and expansion of small and medium scale enterprises. While the
costs of complying with government regulations to establish new businesses vary across MENA
countries, in some countries (Egypt and Lebanon) they range between 1 and 2 percent of per
capita GDP.

The global trade and investment environment is increasingly characterized by production
sharing whereby the different components of a product are manufactured in different locations.
The choice of such locations is heavily influenced by local costs of production. MENA does not
participate actively in this global production sharing system in part because of its relatively
inhospitable investment climate. Since export performance is highly correlated with the ability
to attract foreign investment, MENAs relatively inhospitable investment climate is directly
reflected in the failure to increase non-oil exports.

Preferential Liberalization

The MENA region has entered into numerous regional and intra-regional free trade
agreements. However, these agreements have not been successful in generating greater trade or
growth nor are they likely to do so as currently constructed. There are four main reasons why
this is so. First, most MENA countries have not pursued domestic reforms to an extent sufficient
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to realize the potential benefits of greater market access to European countries (their partners in
the so-called EuroMed agreements). Second, the agreements do not typically cover trade in
agriculture and services (including investment and labor), areas that have substantial potential for
output and/or export growth. Third, the agreements contain restrictive rules of origin for selected
manufactured goods like clothing. Fourth, there has been little progress in harmonizing standards
across the trading partners, thus limiting the potential for trade expansion.

One way of characterizing the regional integration efforts made so far is that they have
been insufficiently ambitious. MENA should seek to engage in deeper integration, especially
with the European Union. What would deeper integration entail? For one, it would entail much
greater cooperation to harmonize policies and administrative procedures across a broad range of
activities relating to customs operations, health and safety-related product standards, licensing
and certification, supervision of financial services, competition and anti-monopoly legislation.
For another, it would entail much greater openness to trade in services and to the freer flow of
labor and capital.

Deep integration holds great promise. Quantitative models for Tunisia and Egypt suggest
the possibility of substantial gains in real income and output. Overall welfare gains from
combining services with goods trade liberalization ---in terms of prospective increase in real
incomes-are about 10-13 percent of GDP in Egypt and Tunisia respectively. Services reform
also gives rise to gains much larger than generated by merchandise goods liberalization alone, by
some 30 to 40 percent higher. Finally, the adjustment costs are lower because services-cum-
goods liberalization result in more jobs created than from goods liberalization alone.

Main Instruments

The region is preparing to support these areas of trade reform in three ways: (a) stepping
up our analytical work in-house on a broad front including, in addition to standard trade
diagnostics, such items as investment climate surveys, trade facilitation diagnostics, and sector
strategy papers in key trade-related service sectors (such as finance, transport and
telecommunications); this will require coordination across different sectoral units in the region;
(b) strengthening regional analytical work and institutions to support in-country and in-region
capacity to engage in such work----we will need to find additional resources to support such
activities, possibly through extemal partners; and (c) strengthening training of trade-related staff
in government to be able to undertake and implement the broad agenda of reform outlined---we
expect that this will be enhanced through some adjustment and other lending operations, which
will have components for strengthening capacity within govenmment.

A key piece of analytical work is a flagship regional report on trade, investment climate
and development. This report underpins the global integration agenda that is foreseen for the
region. It will be completed within FY2003 and will be used to stimulate discussions of not only
the unfinished liberalization agenda but also of new items such services liberalization, behind the
border constraints to trade and the potential for advancing through deeper integration with the
European Union.
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Given that there are some 11 countries requiring attention, it is likely that the trade
program will only be able to cover a few countries incrementally over the period and will not be
able to sustain the entire country spectrum of needs. Consequently, the country coverage will
remain selective in nature.

Some Country-Specific Issues

Egypt is among the region's largest economies. It has significant economic potential
based on its resources, population size and human capital. Its performance, however, has been
considerably below its potential, in part because of a failure to carry out structural reforms in
trade, the financial sector, and services. Indeed, the orientation of our trade program (described
above) derives much from the Egyptian experience. We hope to stimulate a structural reform
program in Egypt through additional ESW focused on the unfinished goods liberalization agenda
as well as services and behind the border issues. We also hope to facilitate an appropriate
adjustment program through lending.

Yemen is one of two countries in the region that are covered by the Integrated
Framework initiative; the other is Djibouti. An IF study has been completed and initial
discussion with government have been held. Further discussions with government are planned
for FY2004 or sooner if the security situation permits. In addition, capacity building programs
are envisaged, based on analytic work completed through the IF study.

Morocco is also important to the evolution of our trade program in the next few years.
The country was among the first to embark on a preferential trade agreement with the European
Union and has now entered into negotiations with the United States for a free trade arrangement.
Its experience, both with the EU to date and with the US prospectively, can provide important
demonstration effects for other countries in the region. We propose to do additional ESW on
Morocco's experience with regional trading agreements as well as provide analytical assistance
to the country to help enhance the benefits of the forthcoming agreement with the US.

Main Constraints To Implementation Of Strategy

The major constraints to covering the agenda outlined above are primarily: (a) resources
to finance the integration-related work program---estimated at about $500,000 own costs
annually for the next two years; and (b) finding and creating the institutional support bases
within the region and the country to carry out a joint and expanded work program given that the
region has few well-trained institutes and professionals currently carrying out significant work in
these areas within and outside the government.
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_ _~~~~~ AAA __ Principal TrademRelated Operations
Countries ESW/Capacity Building Undr mleetation Planned

ON ACCOUNT OF GLOBAL AGENDA
Egypt Follow up on trade policy dialogue rgypt Reforms of Standards andr egulatory Policy Pieline)
COUNTRIES ELIGIBLE FOR IF
Djibouti UNDP led DTIS (IF) (FY03) and follow up work Intemational Road Comdor

Rehabilitafion Project (FY00)
Yemen, Rep. IF Study (FY03) and follow up work, Workshop

on IF issues
COUNTRIES IMPORTANT FOR THE REGION
Morocco |Study on possible free trade agreement with US ISustainable Coastal Tourismr . p)evelopment Project (FY00)
OTHER COUNTRIES
Algeria Investment Climate Assessment (FY03)
Iran, Islamic Rep. Investment Chmate Assessment (FY03), TA for

Econornic and Financial Reforms, Follow up on
trade policy dialogue

Jordan Horticultural Exports Promotion
and Technology Transfer Project
(FY02)

Syrian Arab Republic Study on possible association agreement with
EU, TA workshop for Syrian officials on
accession to WTO and possible association
agreement with EU

Tunisia Export Comnpetitiveness
Adjustment Loan Project (FY98)
Export Development Project
(FY99)
Agriculture Support Services
Project (FY01)

West Bank and Gaza Follow-up on recent economic memorandum on
ong-term policy options with likely analytical
work on trade distortions and the business
environment
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AAA Principal Trade-Related Operations
Countries ESW/Capacity Buildin L Under Implementation Planned

REGIONAL

Developing a relevant agenda through a regional
Ragship study; special emnphasis being placed on
services liberalization, trade facilitation, trade
*beraization and investment clinate reforms
with a view to highlighting their irnpact on
employment in the region
Participation in a seminar, possible through
listance learning, coverng the benefits of
iberalizatton of trade in services (Lebanon, with
participants from Yemen, Egypt and possibly
Syria)
Dissemination and outreach activities related to
regional flagship report, with a view towards
engaging a wide range of stakeholders in
iiscussions related to trade expansion and
employment.
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Appendix 6A: South Asia Region (SAR)

I. Main Objectives Of The Trade Work In The Region

Principal objectives of the Region's trade related activities are to support the efforts of
the client countries to enhance the contribution of trade/global integration to their economic
development and poverty reduction objectives. This involves helping the South Asian countries
integrate trade-related policy and institutional agenda into their economic development/poverty
reduction strategies. To this end, both ESW and lending instruments are being employed to
provide analytical assessments and bring international experience, maintain policy dialogue on
the trade policy and behind-the-border issues, and provide technical assistance and financial
support.

II. Main Issues And Trade Agenda Of The Region

South Asia has benefited significantly from gradual trade liberalization and the resulting
trade integration in the 1990s. Average import tariffs were reduced from the range of over 70%
(Bangladesh)--25% (Sri Lanka) in the early 1990s to the 39% (India)-15% (Sri Lanka) range by
2000. With the elimination of India's remaining quantitative restrictions in 2000, the Region is
now virtually QR free. Due to the lowering of the very high trade barners and the accompanying
improvements in the domestic investment environment, South Asian countries have experienced
substantial increases in their trade openness. In India, the trade/GDP ratio rose from 17 percent
in 1990 to 29 percent in 2001. Except for Pakistan, other South Asian counties experienced at
least as large expansions.

However, to further enhance the benefits of trade on economic development and poverty
reduction, South Asian countries have to continue addressing the remaining policy, institutional,
and structural issues. Some of the priority challenges, issues include:

* There is still an important trade policy agenda that remains to be tackled in South Asia.
Relative to the rest of the world, tariffs are still very high, particularly in India, Bangladesh, and
Pakistan, with significant incidence of tariff peaks and high tariff averages. Tariff dispersion is
still very high, while a plethora of tariff exemptions/concessions make it difficult to trace
effective protection rate. In India and Pakistan there is government intention to bring maximum
tariffs to 20 percent in the next 2-3 years. In Bangladesh, commitments have so far been more
tentative
* Second, behind-the-border issues (investment climate/infrastructure/trade logistics) have
become increasingly important. They need to be tackled in order facilitate deeper and broader
trade integration and thereby achieve stronger development and poverty reduction impacts.

* A third issue in the South Asian countries is the concern about the impact of trade
liberalization and integration on employment, income distribution, poverty and vulnerability.
For example, this is a general concern in Bangladesh. In India, the State Governments are
concerned about India's commitments under the WTO negotiations.

- In this regard, agricultural policies/issues are attracting particular attention. This is an area
where there is also a sigrificant degree of misunderstanding among the policy makers and
stakeholders within South Asian. At the same time, the task policy advice is also
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complicated in the area of unilateral agricultural trade polices, partly due to a lack of
coherent policy analysis and assessment.

- Another area that is a source of significant concern, particularly in Bangladesh, Sri Lanka,
and Pakistan, is the likely impact of the removal of MFA quotas at end-2004 and how to
adjust to it.

* Fourth, over the next few years, there will be a need for the countries in the region to prepare
the technical background for their Doha-round negotiating positions. Except for India, technical
capacity is limited in other South Asian countries. Services will be a particularly important area,
particularly for India, but for the other countries as well.

* Finally, in South Asia, initiatives for regional preferential trading arrangements--
multilateral (such SAFTA) and bilateral (such Indo-Lanka bilateral free trade agreement)--keep
appearing. There is a need to formulate these arrangements carefully to minimize trade-
diversion effects, enhance their trade-creation effects, and to ensure that they do not block
unilateral trade liberalization.

III. Main Instruments Being Used In The Region

Both lending and non-lending instruments are being used to implement the Region's
trade agenda. Below is the summary of the various instruments used to provide support to South
Asian countries in addressing the above cited trade-related issues and challenges.

Regional Trade Agenda-En!aainu in Re2ionalism (AAA):

Engaging with key regional partners within the context of the existing
bilateral/multilateral regional preferential trading arrangements (such as SAPTA and Indo-Sri
Lanka Bilateral FTA) and the new initiatives in such regional PTAs; providing advice and
support in areas with greatest scope for development gains from deeper integration (Outputs:
South Asia Trade Policies Overview and India Trade Study (FY03-04).

Countrv Trade Work (AAA):

Assessing current trade policy and behind-the-border agenda with a view to identifying
and supporting policy/institutional reforms in member countries that contribute to global and
regional integration and help them in international trade negotiations. [Outputs: (i) India Trade
Work-A multi-component (see below), phased study (FY03-FY04); (ii) Nepal Trade and
Competitiveness Study (NTCS; FY03); (iii) Pakistan Trade Policy Review (FY04); and
Pakistan-Review of Trade Related Statutory Regulatory Orders (STO; FY04)].

WTO Agenda (AAA and TA-credit):

- Supporting non-WTO countries with accession preparations: (Outputs: Nepal Trade and
Competitiveness Study (NTCS; FY03))

- Assisting in the WTO negotiations: [ Output: (i) India Trade Work: assisting in the
development of a strategy to use the GATS negotiations to promote domestic reform and
improved access to foreign markets (FY03-FY04); (ii) Bangladesh Export
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Diversification Project: capacity building for WTO cell for handling WTO issues and
post-Doha agenda (FY99-04)]

Behind-the-Border Agenda/ Trade Facilitation (AAA and non-lending TA):

Providing support in tackling behind-the-border issues/constraints: improving investment
climate, trade facilitation/logistics, Standards: [instrurnents/outputs: (i) Bangladesh: Investment

Climate study (FY03-04); Proposed Adjustrnent Credit for energy sector restructuring, financial
sector reforms; (ii) *ndia Trade Work: assistance in identifying the key standards-related issues
for domestic producers. And the implications of, and multilateral remedies for, discriminatory
regulatory cooperation by trading partners; and assessment of the implications of inter-state
barriers to trade, and possible remedies (FY03-04); (ii) Pakistan: Imiproving Investment Climate
in Pakistani -the Bank and Small and Medium Enterprise Development Authority (SMEDA)
joint investment climate survey and analysis work (FY03); (iii) Nepal: assisting Nepal through
technical work and lending in support of infrastructure improvements in telecommunications,
power sector, roads and trade facilitation, and financial sector TA projects.]

Capacity Buildinig/ Trade Facilitation (AAA and TA-Credit)

* Providing support in the areas of trade facilitation, trade promotion/diversification, capacity
to manage WTO-related issues/activities: [Instruments/outputs: (i). Major TA (FY99-04),
rDA $32 million Bangladesh Export Diversification Project, covering: Customs
Administration Modernization (trade facilitation); Protection Analysis and Trade
Cooperation (assessing level and costs of protection; capacity building for WTO cell for
handling WTO issues and post-Doha agenda, etc.); trade promotion and diversification
through Matching Grant Facility (FY99-04); (ii) India Trade Work: assistance in
understanding the implications of reform of agricultural policies at home and abroad (FY03-
04)]

* The Regions expects that, as more and more country-PRSPs are completed and new CASs
are prepared, SACs and new lending new instruments--such as the Poverty Reduction
Support Credit PRSC)--will be used to support structural reforms, including further actions
in the trade policy area as well as actions aimed at tackling behind-the-border constraints.

IV. Focus Countries

Important For The Global Agenda

- India: is important in the global trading system because it is becoming an increasingly large
trader and it is an important leader in terms of speaking on behalf of other developing
countries.

- Bangladesh: is another South Asian country that has assumed a leadership role in trade
negotiations.
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IF Countries
- Nepal: an IF study is underway.

- Bangladesh: may qualify for an IF study.

- Bhutan: may qualify for an IF study.

- (Sri Lanka, Pakistan: The Region would like to carry our IF-type diagnostic studies on these
countries with support.)

Countries Important For The Reigion
- Pakistan: is on the watch list of the Region for adjustment efforts to get ready for the

elimination of the MFA quotas.

- Sri Lanka: is on the watch list of the Region for adjustment efforts to get ready for the
elimination of the MFA quotas.

Regional Trading Arrangements

If carefully designed, these could lead to net benefits and facilitate liberalization.

- India-Sri Lanka: Bilateral Free Trade Arrangement (FTA).

- Pakistan-Sri Lanka: possible FTA

- Afghanistan- neighboring Central Asian Republics: Prospects and conditions for increased
transit trade, border trade.

V. Main Constraints To The Implementation Of The Region's Trade Agenda

* One constraint is that so far only one country --Nepal-has become eligible for the IF study.
It is hoped that additional South Asian countries will be eligible for IF-type diagnostic
studies. Support for such studies will leverage the Region to expand the scope of the trade
work funded by the Region's budget.

* With the expanding trade agenda, staffing is a potential constraint. The Regions expects to
get cross-support from the Trade Department, and also rely on reputable consultants.
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|AAA |Principal Trade-Related Operations
Countries ~ ESW/Capacity Building [Under Implementation iPlanned
ON ACCOUNT OF GLOBAL AGENDA

[nvestment Climate Study (FY03-04) Export Diversification Project (capacity building Proposed adjustrnent credit for energy
for WTO cell for handling WTO issues and restructuring and financial sector reforms

Bangladesh post-Doha agenda) (FY99)
Agricultural Services Innovation and Reform

____ ____ ___ ___ ___ ____ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ __ Project (F Y 00) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

India Trade Study (FY03-04) Project__FYOO_
COUNTRIES ELIGIBLE FOR IF
Bhutan Bhutan Hydropower Exports & Exchange

DTIS (IF)(FY03) Multimodal Transit and Trade Facilitation Follow-up to DTIS with TA and lending
Project (FY98) for mfrastructure improvements in

Nepal teleconununications, power sector, roads
and trade facilitation, and financial secto
TA projects

COUNTR IES IMPORTANT FOR THE REGION
oving investment clionate in Pakistan
eoint mvesturent cprouate survey and

Pakistaldysis with SMEDA (FY03)ahstan TradePollcy Review (FY04)

ouview of Trade Related Statutory
Regrato Orders (FY04)

Sri Lanka OTIS (FY04 or FY05).
OTHER COUNTRIES
M4aldives l|Maldives Fisheries Sector TA (Pipeline)
REGIONAL

Provide a contribution to the serninar on
trade in agriculftural products that will be
held in Bhutan (Bhutan and other SAR
countries)
South Asia Regional Trade and Economic
Integration Study (FY02-FY03)
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_AAA IPrincipal Trade-Related Operations
Countries ESW/Capacity Building jUnder Implementation lanned

Engaging with key regional partners within
the context of the existing
bilateral/multilateral regional preferential
trading arrangements (such as SAPTA and

do-Sri Lanka Bilateral FTA) and the new
nitiatives in such regional PTAs; providing
advice and support in areas with greatest
scope for development gains from deeper
integration (Output: South Asia Trade
Policies Overview)
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Appendix 7: FY03 WBI Trade Activities

WTO and Trade: Anglophone Africa Nairobi, July 15-Sept30 Completed

WTO and Trade: Francophone Africa Casablanca, July8-Sept23 Completed

WTO Trade Policy Course: Fall Geneva, Fall Completed

China: WTO and Fiscal Policy Jul-02 Completed

China: Corp. Governance/WTO (Italy TF) Beijing, Sept2-6 Completed

JVI Fall Trade segment (UJK TF) Vienna Sept3O-Octl I Completed

China: WTO & Western Provinces DL Oct29-30 Completed

Chlna: WTO & Western Provinces DL Nov. Completed

Ghana: Trade, Poverty and the WTO Accra Nov 6-8 Completed

Agr. Trade & WTO: South Asia (Dutch TF) Bhutan, Nov25-29 Completed

AERC research workshop on WTO Kampala, Novl3-16 Completed

Afro-Latin Trade Law DL seminar DL Dec. 9-13 Completed

CIS-7 trade seminar at PRSP forum Almaty, December Completed

PRSP Workshop for labor unions Lusaka, Dec. 9-13 Completed

MENA: Trade in Services Seminar Beirut Dec 16-20 Cornpleted

China WTO + Western Provinces (III) DL from Beijmg, Dec. Completed

Trade & Poverty: E Asia: DL (Dutch TF) DL Jan-Feb Completed

WTO Trade Policy Course: Wmter Geneva, February Completed

S. Asia Agr. Trade (Dutch TF) Colombo, April 21-25 Confirmed

Trade and PRSP workshop Dakar, March 27-28 Confirmed

Pre-Cancun African meeting Addis, April Confirmed

China: SDPC - trade in services Beijing, April 23-25 Confirmed

Cambodia/Laos: WTO accession (Dutch TF) Phnom Penh, early May Confirmed

China: Fiscal Impact of WTO Accession Beijing, April 26-29 Confirmed

JVI: Spring Trade segment Vienna, April Confirmed

ASEAN regional integration (Dutch TF) March-Apnl Confirmed

WTO/Africa course Nairobi, April/June Confirmed

Indonesia: Doha round negotiations April/June Confirmed

WTO Trade Policy Course: Spring 2003 Geneva, April-June Confirmed

Vietnam: WTO accession (Dutch TF) May Confirmed

Global Trade Law DL 2 May-June Confirmed

Africa: Trade Tools course with SATRN Cape Town, May-June Tentative

ECA DL on WTO Accession Russia/Ukraine May-June Tentative

Yemen: WTO accession May-June Tentative

Syna: WTO accession Aleppo, June Tentative
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MENA WTO policy briefs (UK TF) May-June Tentative

AERC workshop for policy makers June Tentative

Trade and Poverty module development Beginning

New Trade Agenda overview course development Beginning

Agriculture and Trade course development Beginning

Trade Facilitation course development Beginning

Trade in Services course development Underway

WITS roll-out Beginning

China's Trade Program (DECRG and WBI) website Underway

General Trade Traimnig Website (WBI) Beginning
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